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Digging
in the Dirt
MELANIE SEAL
Cord News
Spending six weeks on your hands
and knees troweling through the
dirt in cottage country may not be
exciting to some, but for 34 of
Laurier's archaeology students, it's
all part of a days work. "We trow-
el, and we trowel and we love it,"
said Jennifer McGibbon, a Laurier
student
1996 marks the twenty-second
year of excavation at Ball Site near
Mt. St. Louis. The site is part of
Huron settlement that has been
dated around 1600 AD, before
Champlain traveled into theregion.
"It's not Indiana Jones"
Dr. Dean Knight, who heads up
the operation, explained that the
field work is a required part of the
Archaeology program at Laurier.
"We give them as much experience
as they can have in six weeks. Our
purpose is to teach people how to
get things out of the ground,"
Knight said. "Archaeology is not
easy. It's hard. It's dirty, not like' in
the movies. It's not Indiana Jones."
Kris tina Sarich, a Laurier stu-
dent at Ball Site agrees. "It takes
about twenty minutes to scrub the
dirt off of your knees."
Knight said that about 95% of
the site has been currently excavat-
ed. "I'd like to think that we'll be
done by year twenty-five. I didn't
think that I would endup spending
a career on this site."
By digging in grids, and a sys-
tematic search, the crew has
unearthed the settlement piece by
piece. "The collection keeps grow-
ing," Knight said.
The crew said that garbage
dumps, or "middens" as they are
referred to, are the source of the
most interesting finds. There they
find most of the artifacts, pottery,
bones from animals digested,
ceramics, glass beads, and pipes.
Knight said that there were
many Huron settlements in the
area, and that a tribe would most
likely move on alter ten years. He
cited depletion of fertile ground in
the village's farmland as the reason
Hurons may have moved on. "I'm
almost convinced they dismantled
the villages - rather than let them
rot. Their definition of clean is dif-
ferent from yours and mine. From
a sanitary view, it was better for
themto just pick up and leave."
Most of the crew stays in "tent
city" and Knight said the crew has
grown close. "These students
spend more time together than
they would in a classroom." Teri
Restemayer, a Jr. level teacher in
the Barrie area, took Laurier's
archaeology program through cor-
respondence. About the dig, she
said, "I have found it really inter-
esting, I have learned things that I
hope to use in my classroom."
Helping out the OPP
The Laurier crew has not only
been excavating at Ball Site. In
mid-July, the Ontario Provincial
Police asked them to help with
search for clues in Pontypool
where the body of murder victim
Julie Stanton was found. Using a
hands and knees grid search,
Laurier's archaeology students
were able to unearth clues as to
how Stanton met her death. "The
OPP were very impressed with the
work we did for them," Knight
said. The search, done through
methodical archaeological proce-
dures, showed students how their
techniques could be applied to
forensic science. Knight believes
that "archaeology ties it all in."
At Pontypool, Knight said that
the brush was so dense that their
first challenge was to make the
area accessible to students as they
covered the area on hands and
knees. By troweling the area, and
getting under the leaves, it was
easier for the students to see evi-
dence that may have been missed
by the OPP.
The crew searched at Pontypool
for a week. "It was a tough week.
We worked from 7 am to 8 o'clock
at night," Knight said.
"Emotionally, it was more difficult
than anticipated."
Field experience is an impor-
tant part of Laurier's Archaeology
degree. "There's all kinds of
archaeologists. They have to come
out and experience it. This is a dif-
ferent kind of learning than from a
book," Knight said, "I love it... you
never know what you're going to
find."
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Laurier's archaeology students earn course credit
looking for Huron artifacts at Ball Site in the
Mount St. Louis area.
Faculty signs new contract
MELANIE SEAL
CordNews
"Any concerns file students had are gone," said Luke
Fusco, President of Wilfrid Laurier University Faculty
Association.
On July 22, WLUPA signed a collective contractual
agreement with the University. An agreement was
reached between the two parties before the July 19th
deadline. At that time, the University was in a legal
position to lock out the faculty. Negotiations began on
February 2 between the two negotiating teams.
On July 5, the Office of University Advancement
issued a statement that the contract talks would be pro-
ceeding, and that "University Administration is opti-
mistic that a settlement will be reached."
YVLUFA first became concerned about the attitude in
contract negotiations when the University applied for a
conciliator on May 15. Although oilier universities such
as Carleton, York, and Trent had applied for a concilia-
tor to mediate contract negotiations, WI.UFA felt the
application had brought about a "new and chilly climate
for negotiations." Fusco said that the application for
conciliation was like bringing in the heavy weapons
before you need to."
At a general meeting on July I'6, one hundred and
fifty faculty members gathered to vote in support of giv-
ing their executive negotiator the power to strike on
their behalf. Luke Fusco, President of YVLUFA said,
"this was the largest turnout in W'LUFAs history." One
hundred and forty members voted in favour of a strike.
Because the faculty was in a lock out position by July
20th the formal strike vote was held. "Ifthe university
uses its lock out power to impose unilateral changes the
members authorized the negotiator to call a strike
vote," Fusco said "We are totally committed; to a fair
agreement/'
Upon hearing that faculty members urn; consider-
ing striking, many students became anxious about the
status of their education. The question of whether fall
graduation, Ghaitered Accountant Add-ons> and Co-op
programs would continue on schedule worried many of
thebusiness summerstudents.
WLUSU phones rang constantly, and email mes-
sages raged as anxious students tried to understand
what might become of the two weeks left of their sum-
mersession.
1 think students were really tickud off; they had no
idea of what was going on, other than pieces of infor-
mation the feculty were providing in classrooms* whfch
were somewhat out of context and misleading." Joel
Lynn, WLUSU President said. "There was a lot of
Administration bashing.
1*
The School of Business and Economics student pub-
lication "The Atrium
,
questioned WLUSU's lack of
involvement in the negotiations. "Students' Union,
where are you?" ran along die bottom of one page.
"WLUSU stayed clear of becoming involved in dialogue
between the University and WLUFA The University
always assured me that there would not be a lock out,"
said Lynn. "It's not smart bargaining for us to get
involved."
Joel Lynn said he received about thirty notes from
laurier students, stating they were Irate customers" in
the functioning of the university and die negotiations
between die two parties.
Lynn said, "'file crux of the people who were upset
were fourth year business students...dierc was a gener-
al sense of unrest, exams delayed, jobs postponed, and
on and on."
Lynn said that students were most upset by the lack
ofcommunication, "Itfilters iron*-a lack ofpublfc infor-
mation, causing a genuine concern,"
"I believe we did what was appropriate. At (he end
of the day they reached an agt-wmmi? Lyon said. ,
NEWS
Ministry publishes
plans for Ontario
Universities
MELANIE SEAL
CordNews
"It is more important than ever to
find cost-effective
ways to preserve
and enhance accessibility and quali-
ty. Change is required to achieve
these goals," the Ministry of
Education wrote in its Discussion
Paper on Future Goals for Ontario
Colleges and Universities.
George Raptis, Students' Union
Vice President: University Affairs
Sciid of the paper, "it's a little vague.
I would have liked to have seen
some direction. It doesn't really give
any clear path for what it wants to
do."
Honorable John Snobelen, the
Minister of Education and Training
released the white paper and
appointed an advisory panel on July
16. "The government is committed
to achieving a post secondary edu-
cation system based on excellence,
accessibility, and accountability,"
Snobelen said.
The paper is intended to provoke
discussion on fundamental issues
that determine priorities for post
secondary institutions.
The paper addresses not only
accessibili-
ty, pro-
gr a m
. rational-
ization
and co-
oper a-
ti on
among
public insti-
tutions, but also private funding
for universities. "It's a discussion
paper," Raptis said, "but what
alarms me is the underlying tones of
privatization."
While university enrollment is
..
we must recognize that changes will
have to be made if [universities] ate to
continue to meet the educational needs of
the province..- John C Snobelen
increasing, government funding to
universities is not. Laurier's
University Advancement reported in
July 1996that thenumber of gradu-
ating high school students who have
confirmed they will attend Laurier
in the fall is up 34.3% from July
1995. This is the highest percentage
increase of any of Ontario's 17 uni-
versities. First year enrollment will
total 1700 students this September,
18% higher than last year. The
growth in Laurier's student body is
part of the University's response to
provincial cutbacks. Last year, the
provincial government cut its fund-
ing to Laurier s operation grant by
17.4% (about $6.3 million). Ontario
Universities are given $1.9 billion in
operating funds, while their total
expenditures reach $4.2 billion.
The Discussion Paper's solution
to decreased funding is increased
funding from the private sector.
"Both parties (students, universities)
might also benefit from provisions
for stronger private-sector represen-
tation on advisory committees on
goals and standards in specific
areas, or more private-sector fund-
ing for specific college or university
based programs and projects."
Raptis feels "The Discussion Paper is
too vague. Private sector funding is
beneficial to the University...invest-
ing into scholarships, computer
labs...those students will benefit
from increased resources," Raptis
said.
At the same time, Raptis feels
that private representation should
not dominate the governing of a uni-
versity. "You have to draw the line
when they ask for something in
return. I think private sector repre-
sentation is great, as long as it's not
from one company. They can collec-
tively suggest improvements."
In its section on Objectives
Guiding Policy Development, the
Discussion Papers second objective
is listed "Accessibility." The Paper
states, "We should...seek to ensure
access for qualified applicants to a
comprehensive range of post sec-
ondary education services." Raptis
however, feels that privatization of
universities will create inconsisten-
cies in fees amongst schools.
"Privatization will lead to deregula-
tion of fees forcing students to evalu-
ate their decision to go to university
at home, away, or even at all.
Privatization is for those who get
fantastic scholarships, and those
who can afford it. It enhances the
two-tiered system of the haves and
the have nots." When asked if he
felt that Laurier's School of Business
may be an example of a university
moving towards privatization.
Raptis insisted this was not the case.
"Co-op companies like Proctor and
Gamble have not taken ownership
over students. They (students) get a
learning experience, one they have
paid for. They have no ties that say
they will be given jobs."
The Discussion paper also sug-
gested specialization amongst
Ontario universities. The report
reads, "As part of the process of
reducing duplication, institutions
would have tobecome more special-
ized and as a result more clearly dif-
ferent from one another." Raptis
agrees with this solution. "More
specialized courses would give us a
better image...it's worthwhile to
evaluate. I don't want the Arts to
disappear, but if we can improve,
save money then thatmay be in the
best interests. Specialization would
compromise costs, but at the same
time, you don't want to compromise
the quality of our education," Raptis
said.
The Advisory panel that
Snobelen appointed is asked to
report back to him by December 15.
The panel consists of David Smith,
principal emeritus of Queen's
University; Fred Gorbet, senior VP:
Operational services at Manulife
Financial; Catherine Henderson,
President of Centennial College;
Bette M. Stephenson, former
Minister of Education and of
Colleges and Universities; and David
M. Cameron, chair of the depart-
ment of political science at
DalhousieUniversity.
Raptis said of the panel, "I sin-
cerely hope that the students are
consulted along the way."
Business school gets new Dean
Dr. Scott Carson to begin appointment September 1
MELANIE SEAL
Cord News
A changing of the guard will take place
at Laurier's School of Business and
Economics. Dr. Scott Carson, currently
the Deanof the Faculty of Commerce at
St. Mary's University in Halifax will take
over the helm. His appointment is effec-
tive September first. "I'm really quite
excited," Carson said.
The current Dean of the SBE, Dr.
Alex Murray will be stepping downafter
fourteen years at Laurier. University
President Dr. Lorna Marsden said in a
press release that Carson "is bringing
considerable business and academic
experience to Laurier. Our school of
Business and Economics is already first-
rate, and I am confident thatDr. Carson,
building on the fine work Dr. Murray
has done over the years, will do his best
to make it even better."
Graduating from Mount Allison
University with a Bachelor of
Commerce degree, a Bachelor of
Education and Master of Arte degrees
from Dalhousie, Carson might have
some ties to the East Coast and Halifax
area.
However, born in St. Catherine's, and
living in Oakville, Carson said that
"SouthernOntario is definitely home."
Carson has worked as an auditor
with Doane Raymond and staff accoun-
tant with Ernst & Young, and began a
successful career in banking with the
Mercantile Bank of Canada in 1981. In
1985 he joined the Chemical Bank of
Canada as Assistant Vice-President and
area managerfor Quebec.
Carson said that one interesting dis-
cussion that emerged during his con-
tract negotiations between St. Mary's
University President Dr. Kenneth
Ozmon andDr. Marsden involved where
he would sit if Laurier's Golden Hawks
were to play the St. Mary's Huskies in
the Vanier Cup. When asked where he
wouldchoose to sit, Carson said, "know-
ing the two of them, I don't want to sit
near either."
Carson was an executive board
member of the Halifax G7 Economic
Summit in 1995, and said of the experi-
ence, "The G7 truly is an event in its
own right it is a formal joint venture
between business and governments...it
was interesting dealing with the differ-
ent governments," Carson said, "but it
went offwithout a hitch." FILE
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Have the Olympics
become Americanized?
LORI DYSIEVICK
CordNewsCommentary
TOM HRUBES
CordNewsCommentary
For viewers of the 1996
Summer Olympics around the
world, finding information or even
coverage of a particular athlete can
be difficult amongst the many ath-
letes participating. The problem
intensifies tenfold though if the ath-
lete is not a favored competitor or if
they are not an American competi-
tor. However, can anyone
blame the
Americans for tooting their own
horn? Can anyone criticize them for
wanting to make the most of the
opportunity to cheer for their own
athletes on their turf?
Yes, the criticism is justified in
the case of the 1996 Summer
Olympics. However, this criticism is
nothing new and is specific to the
1996 Summer Games. My under-
standing of the term
"Americanized" is the self-absorbed,
aesthetic attitude American society
displays in most competitive events
covered in the media.
In all fairness, before criticizing
American society for expressing
their national pride one must con-
sider that the US has a great dealto
be proud of.
First, the US has an excellent
training infrastructure for their ath-
letes which enables themto produce
phenomenal athletes. Second, the
US has many great athletes. Both
the infrastructure and the number
of medal winning athletes can be
attributed to the size of the
American population - because let's
face it there is a lot of them. A large
population means a great deal of
athletes. A great deal of athletes
means a higher level of competition
domestically. Thirdly, the tremen-
dous support and pride that
Americans have been displaying at
the Olympics. With all the terrific
athletes they have shouldn't they be
proud and show their support for
their athletes?
Yes, of course they should.
However, the American crowds,
coverage and pride are drowning
out the real purpose of the
Olympics. While they wave their
flags and sing their anthem, their
multitude of voices drown out not
only the cheering and the pride of
other countries, but the efforts of
and personal victories of the individ-
ual athletes.
Increasingly, the medals and vic-
tories of the athletes are being
viewed as a national victory, not a
personal victory for the athletes. I
doubt that the Olympic planners of
1896 ever intended for the medal
count to be televised following com-
mercial breaks covered with prod-
uct endorsements by the favored
and popular athletes.
The Olympic Games are sup-
posed to encourage global unity, not
be a declaration of which country
has the fastest swimmers or accusa-
tions amongst the international ath-
letic community of performance-
enhancing drugs.
Instead of focusing on the inter-
national peace the 1996 Summer
Games in Atlanta have turned into
a commercial for American patrio-
tism.
One could say that it is easy and
unfair to criticize only the US for
being overly patriotic at these
Summer Games for they are the
host country.
However, being the host country
means that the US should be trying
to set a good example of sportsman-
ship and behavior. Furthermore,
the US should leave some space for
the athletes of other countries that it
hosts to be recognized and to cele-
brate their victory as well.
What do I mean by this?
American news networks could
make more of an effort to cover
events equally.
They could cover them ade-
quately for actual informed fans of
the sport. (Although I don't know
personally, I seriously doubt John
Tesh has any experience with gym-
nastics, why is he commentating for
them?)
Tiirn the Olympics back into the
celebration that it was intended to
be, of sportsmanship and the indi-
vidual athletes personal best perfor-
mances, not a competition of
national pride.
Therewere many positive aspects to
this year's Olympics. For instance,
every country in the world sent an
Olympic team to Atlanta.
However, the athletes weren't
the only ones who showed up to
Atlanta in record numbers, these
games also drew a record number
ofspectators.
The Americans have also
demonstrated unbridled enthusiasm
towards these games, even if it is
mostly directed at their own ath-
letes.
Americans have always been a
patriotic bunch. They live in blissfull
ignorance of the rest of the world,
often much to chagrin of us
Canadians. However, for once they
may deserve
to get a little high on
themselves. Hosting an Olympiad is
no small accomplishment. So the
security has been abysmal, so the
computer system has been a failure,
and the transportation system has
been stretched to its limit. The
Olympics transcend all these things.
For anyone who saw the
Olympic opening ceremonies televi-
sion coverage, you might have got-
ten the feeling that once again the
Americans were once again blowing
their own horns a little too loudly. In
contrast the CBC's coverage was the
picture of understatement, in other
words, it was Canadian.
The International Olympic
Committee chose Atlanta over
Greece, the original home of the
games, for one reason; money.
No one puts on a show like the
monolithic US entertainment indus-
try. The country that perfected the
corporate tie-in, athletic sponsorship
and mass merchandising was made
for an event like the Olympics.
To criticize the Americans for
over commercializing something is
the equivalent of criticizing the sun
for rising.
Personally I don't believe that
there is anything wrong with what
the Americans are doing.
The fact that the Olympic logo is
now one of the most recognizable
logos on the planet does not detract
from the accomplishments of the
athletes.
Every 4 years we are dazzled
with their personal achievements,
what's the matter if others become
rich inthe process?
Aboveall things the Olympics is a
sporting event and like any other
sporting event, having home field
advantage means having the sup-
port of the fans.
Imagine having a Stanley Cup
playoffs at Maple Leaf Gardens with
a silent crowd, or a World Series
where the crowd was only allowed
to golf clap. It just wouldn't be right.
Well the Olympics are the same
thing. The noise may disrupt the
other athletes but isn't that the
whole point? It may sound unsports-
manlike but at the end of the day it
only matters if youwin.
-{News)
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Pre-frosh and theirparents
DiscoverLaurier
KEVIN MACDONALD
CordNews
Three hundred eighty-five first year
students and their parents descend-
ed upon the Laurier campus last
weekend hoping to catch a glimpse
of what university life will be like
through the Discover Laurier
Program. They were not disap-
pointed.
The weekend was organized
through the Dean of Students Office
and it has been in existence for
three years. The purpose of
Discover Laurier is to allow the
incoming class a chance to live on
the campus for a weekendand have
their questions answered by one of
the many volunteers. It also pro-
vides a chance for the new students
and their families to get some advice
from those who have already gone
through this transition.
The weekend consisted of cam-
pus tours, games, seminars, and
social interaction. The first day was
consumed with campus tour and
seminars ranging from finances to
ideas on the roles of parents in the
university experience.
Saturday night saw the parents
and students separated for individu-
alized nights of entertainment. The
parents attended the Maureen
Forrestor Recital Hall while the stu-
dents got their first taste of Wilfs.
Fred Hale, along with a few brave
souls from the audience, provided
musical entertainment for the stu-
dents enjoyment. Some of the par-
ents didjoin the students in Wilfs as
the night wore on, although several
of them were heard saying, 'Don't
let my kid know I'm here ... it's my
turn to have some fun too!'
The weekend is designed for the
parents as much as it is for the stu-
dents, this was noticed and appreci-
ated by many of the parents. It also
helped soothe some of the parents'
nerves, including Liliance Carter,
who commented, "I now feel that
she will be okay. A lot of avenues for
help exist here which have relieved
my fears and doubts." When asked
what her overall impression of
Laurier was first year psychology
student Michelle Desmarais stated,
"Everyone is very supportive here."
With a final reception complete
with thank you's and goodbyes, the
last of which was given by the
Discover Laurier Coordinator Maria
Stramaglia who was not only saying
goodbye to the participants but also
to Laurier. Maria's tearful farewell
was an appropriate way to wrap up
the weekend. What better way for
incoming students to see how much
Laurier's experience can mean than
to witness the departure of one of
the Laurier Family.
PICTURE:
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Anne-Marie Smith and Joel Lynn answer questions from frosh
and frosh parents during Discover Laurier's learning seminars.
Getting new underwear
for your Bag O'Crime
Suspicious Persons
2340 hrs Wed 26 June 1996
TWo non-university affiliated males
were observed loitering around the
University Stadium perimeter. When
questioned they were unable to give
any reasonable explanation as to
why they were on university con-
trolled property so late at night. No
action was taken and the two indi-
viduals were asked to leave the
campus. NFA
Trespass - Enter premises when
prohibited
2045 hrs Sun 30 June 1996
Two non-university affiliated per-
sons, one female, one male were
issued written trespass warnings
and asked to leave the premises. It
was the second warning given to the
female about playing tennis without
authorization on university con-
trolled property. NFA.
Theft Under $5000
0020 hrs Mon July 1 1996
Officers stopped a WLU student who
had been acting in a suspicious
manner near the A.C. Further
investigation revealed that the stu-
dent was in possession ofnumerous
tools and had used them to steal
bike parts from a location off cam-
pus. The incident is under investiga-
tion.
Theft Under $5000
0800 hrs Tue July 2 1996
The Duty Officer received a report
from the Science building custodial
staff advising that a humidifier
which had been used in the interior
of the quad area was now missing.
No suspects at this time - investiga-
tion continues.
Suspicious Persons
0050 hrs Wed July 3 1996
A WLU female student reports the
theft of her purse containing $25
from classroom #PlOl7 in the
Peters building. No suspects at this
time - investigation continues.
Theft Under $5000
1145 hrs Fn July 5 1996
The duty Officer received a com-
plaint from the supervisor of the
Grounds staff that five WLU wooden
type lawn chairs had been removed
from the Student Union quad area.
A search of the campus has been
conducted with negative results. It is
assumed that the lawn chairs had
been stolen by persons U/K some-
time between Sat June 29/96 and
July 5/96. Total value $750. No sus-
pects at this time. Investigation con-
tinues.
Trespass
2350 hrsTue July 9 1996
A non University affiliated male was
evicted from campus after being
observed behaving in a suspicious
manner. The individual could give
no reasonable explanation for his
behaviour.
Suspicious Person
1600 hrs Wed July 10 1996
A report was received from the
Athletic Complex staff regarding a
suspicious male who had attended
the Tote Room requesting to check
the lost & found for underwear. The
individual checked out the under-
wear by smelling the crotch area,
took one pair andentered the mens'
change room and put them on. A
description of the individual was
obtained and the investigation con-
tinues.
Uttering Threats
2310 hrs Fri July 12 1996
A verbal altercation between mem-
bers of one of the baseball teams
using the conference facilities &
occupants of a vehicle in lot 7 result-
ed in the vehicle occupants threat-
ening to return and cause bodily
harm to the baseball players. A
description of the vehicle was
obtained but the complainant was
unable to provide a licence plate
number. The vicinity of the universi-
ty was checked, UofW Police and
Waterloo Regional Police were
advised. The suspect vehicle was
not located and there was no fur-
ther incident.
Mischief Under $5000
0230 hrs Sat July 13 1996
An occupant of the apartment at
209 Regina reported that he had
seen a male individual knock over
his motorcycle in the rear parking
lot. A description of the individual&
the vehicle he drove off in was
obtained. The matteris under inves-
tigation.
Cause Disturbance
0330 hrs Sun July 14 1996
A report was received of a fight in
progress at the rear of Bricker
Residence. When officers arrived to
investigate there was no one about.
The interior of the residence was
checked with negative results. It is
suspected that the altercation sim-
ply involved a yelling match
between rival baseball teams stay-
ing in the residence. NFA
Mischief Under $5000
0020 hrs Tue July 16 1996
Officers found thatperson(s) u/k had
ripped out some of the shrubbery
near the loading dock door at 202
Regina.
Cause Disturbance
0045 hrs Tue July 16 1996
Officers responded to a complaint of
loud shouting & obscenities coming
from the area of Bricker Residence.
Investigation revealed the responsi-
ble parties to be with one of the
baseball teams staying in residence.
A warning was issued.
Theft Under S5OOO
0830 hrs Thu July 18 1996
WLUSU staff reported the (heft of a
small amount of bus passes & lotto
tickets from the Centre Spot. The
matteris under investigation.
Fail to Remain MVA
1410 Thu Jul 18 1996
The driver of a delivery van report-
ed that his vehicle was struck by an
unknown vehicle while it was
parked on the south side of the Alvin
Woods Building.
(News"
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OPINION
Editorial
Ask the students
This spring, the provincial government decided to cut funding to Laurier's operational budget by 17.4%. Laurier,
trying to save itself, increased its enrollmentand tuition.
The Ministry of Education came out with a Discussion Paper in July on its "Future Goals for Universities and
Colleges", including the privatization of universities and the specialization of schools. An advisory panel was
formed, andwe should see theresults of this panel in December.
Minister of Education John Snobelen's panel has been formed with five very influential administrative people.
Their credentials are impressive, yes, but university students should be concerned about their lack of a voice.
Who is most able to properly balance a depleting budget? Who is "in the trenches", aware of what an institu-
tion should provide? Who sees the effects of budget cuts in their courses? Who would be most affected by the pri-
vatization of universities? The students.
It seems odd that in a white paper with a mandate of trying to "promote discussion", Snobelen forgets to invite
at least one token student ontohis advisory panel. Snobelen's panel appears to be a blatant example of a "rubber
stamp", not willing to discuss anything with students.
Snobelen's Discussion Paper continually mentions that a change in the governing of postsecondary institutions
is the result of a changing world, and an attempt to keep upwith industry and technology. Whobetter to include in
this "discussion" than the students who live in this rapidly changing environment? Who most likely understand the
technological needs of a university graduate better than anyone?
The notion of universities as being business-oriented is an interesting one, and certainly it is makes a lot of
economical sense. But while the Ministry is concerned with saving dollars and increasing private funding ofpost-
secondary institutions, will they remember the student? With their degrees long behind them, many panel mem-
bers forget what it's like to scrape together the change toeat Kraft Dinner three nights out of five.
A postsecondary degree is now a commodity. 110,000 students pump their hard earned dollars into twenty
postsecondary institutions in Ontario to buy this product. We pay for this product over a period of years. Why
then, if the government were to change its focus, input, and deregulate the cost of that product would they not ask
for the opinion of its consumer, the students?
For a government that seems to be devoted into turning its ministries into cost-efficient money-making
machines, it is odd that it would choose to ignore its target market.
Note to the Advisory Panel: ask our opinion. We will be more than happy to show youhow we have learned to
budget time and money without sacrificing the quality of our education.
Editorial by Melanie Seal, Editor-in-Chief
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author, and donot necessarily reflect those ofthe Cord Staff, the edito-
rial board or Wilfrid LaurierUniversity StudentPublications.
When The Press is too fast
ROBIN WHITTAKER
Cord Opinion
Most of us will fly at least once in
our lives, and some will think noth-
ing cf it But many will be nervous,
and both the terrorists and the
media will be to blame.
1 awoke on July 18th and turned
on my television to find CNN's "on
the spot" coverage of the tragic
TWA Flight 800 explosion over East
Moriches, Nesw York. My eyes were
immediately riveted to the screen as
reporters informed me that sixteen
Pennsylvanian summer-school stu-
dents and (heir five chaperones had
been on the fateful flight bound for
France. But CNN, and indeed all
media in general, had done more
harm than good.
Among the dozens of interviews
conducted that day with the
National Guard, FBI investigators,
TWA representatives, and terrorist
"experts," the press brought us the
sorrowful appeal of a classmate erf"
the perished students: "How many
Mends did you lose when you were
thirteen?" the grl sobbed.
The live reports made all North
Americans feel that we were right
there, investigating the tragedy on
our own, for ourselves, and for the
friends and femflty of those sixteen
students. We had to find the
answers; and fast.
We were even given the ammu-
nition with which to form air own
conclusions. Hie American media
scrambled across the continent, and
indeed die globe, to talk to mayors
in Pennsylvania and New York,
French customs officials and family
members, and even officials in
Athens where the plane had flown
from before taking off from New
York. And throughout, each and
every official involved added the
same clauses:"... but it's too early to
tell what caused the crash" and
"we're not prepared to say until
we're absolutely certain." Anyone
could see this was the best solution,
but the press continued to form
hypotheses and foßow "possible sce-
narios" which included terrorist
involvement, an inside job from the
airline, and even the possibility of a
missile. Did the networks want to
be there the minute a solution was
found? Or did they want to coyly
say "hey, we guessed right!"
All this live reporting was there
because the press was able to do it
But at what expense? Viewers
were led to believe that TWA, the
FBI, the NTSB and all the other
organizations involved were taking
too longat their tasks,
CNN wentafterTWA spokesman
John MacDonald like a rabid dog in
an effort to discover if TWA had
taken too long in releasing the
names of the victims to the family
members. What did the press hope
to discover? It wasn't TWA's fault
their place exploded, and God for-
bid they release the name of some-
one wbo had not been aboard the
plane. In fact, thereal problem was
that those organizations could not
keep up with the press's coverage,
which had taken off with a break-
neck pace. As an FBI spokesman
pointed out at one of the numerous
news briefings, the World Trade
Centre disaster took two and a half
days and the Pan Am 103 crash
took sax days to determine a bomb
was involved.
"Jumping to conclusions creates
an atmosphere of alarm," terrorism
expert Brian Jenkins pointed Larry
King live the following evening.
Indeed, questions from King's
callers were overwhelmingly of a
self-conciliatory nature, even before
any terrorism had been determined.
People called from as far as Buenos
Aires asking what TWA will do to
boost safety on its future flights.
The media had successfully fright-
ened their audience with relentless
hypotheses.
The bottom line is that all too
often, the press tries to hunt down
every conceivable possibility before
anyone can comment one way or
another. In the case erf TWA flight
800, CNN successfully shrunk down
a week's worth of coverage into less
than eight hours of five, on-the-spot
broadcasting.
LettersTo th Editor
Dear Editor,
Earlier this month, the Ministry
of Education released a discussion
paper called, "Future Goals for
Ontario Colleges and Universities".
The paper addresses issues like
financial aid, partnerships with local
communities and other universities
and even privatization
Although I'm happy that the
government has finally laid the
cards on the table and opened the
floor for discussion, I am extremely
disappointed that the Ministry
would form an advisory panel to dis-
cuss changes to postsecondary edu-
cation without including at least one
student member to represent those
needs and interests. At a time when
students are directly funding up to
40% of their universities' operating
budgets, it seems only logical that
students should be considered
major stakeholders in postsec-
ondary education.
The issues of quality and affordi-
bility of education are paramount
concerns to students and we
deserve fair representation on a
panel that could ultimately change
the face ofuniversities inOntario.
The discussion paper lists excel-
lence, accessibility, accountability,
responsiveness to evolving needs
and some of the top goals for
Ontario postsecondary education
system. Who better to consult with
on these issues than clients current-
ly enrolled in the system?
Laurier students in particular
are very proud of their university
and for very good reasons. Like
both the Administration and the
Ministry of Education, students have
nothing but the best interests of
their school in mind; yet we have
different perspectives on issues.
The discussion paper recom-
ments partnerships as a source for
solving many problems, yet the gov-
ernment has chosen not to include
students a panelists on this issue.
At this stage of the game, I only
hope that Minister Snobelen realizes
that student input will be essential
for the implementation and success
of any of his initiatives and that as
clients, students are major players
in postsecondary education...Too
bad he hasn't let us play yet
Geoige Raptis
Vice President University Affairs
WJ-U. Students' Union
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Summerdays,
pastandpresent
Slip'n Slide
and Popsicles
ANN-MARIE SMITH
Cord Features
What ever happened to those
summers of sticky homemade
popsicles or sunny afternoons
skidding down grass clogged
Slip n' Slides in the backyard or
even those adventurous days
spent at Hanna Barbara Land
in Canada's Wonderland?
I've grown up.
Summer used to be about
play. Constant play. Throughout
childhood the time between the
crazy last day of school until
Labour Day was jubilant and
exciting.
Do you remember being
allowed to play outside in your
pajamas just before dark?
Playing in soccer or softball
tournaments on humid days
and being rewarded with an
extra large slushy at 7-11? How
about a gameof tag or hide and
seek in the dark with all the
neighborhood kids? Or jumpsie
or hopscotch or just biking rid-
ing? Summer was unlike any
other season.
We played on swings, swam
in pools, competed in teams,
rode bikes, played Atari,
dressed up in make believe,
bugged our parents because we
were bored, built tree houses
and forts, and explored. We
goofed around on the lawn, but
we didn't have to cut it. We
went to Dairy Queen but we
didn't have tobuy it.
These days summer is more
about work, pressure and sun-
burn. Not exactly on target with
my memories.
Summer still means the end
of the academic year but it also
signals the time to get a job in
order to pay for school.
Summer is no longer the care-
free festive season, instead it
turns into a time to set precau-
tions financially and regroup
mentally Responsibilities have
crept up on us and suddenly, I
find that I don't have the time
to relax, play and enjoy the
summer like I used to.
I still have fun summers,
but in comparison they don't
seem to measure up. Do you
remember how easy it was to
get excited about things as a
kid?
A trip for ice cream was the
biggest deal therefore, making a
trip to the beach was even bet-
ter. 1 wish I could recreate
those feelings of excitement and
past memories.
In attempt to recreate the
past, this weekendI am going to
retreat to my cottage to build
sand castles, go bike riding and
see if I can even round up a
game of hide and seek. I am
going to try to recapture the
feelings and fun ofchildhood.
Maybe I'll even manage to
rummage up my mom's old
popsicle makers!
FILE
photo
Dirty sneakers + sweaty faces = SUMMER
Vocal Cord
Melanie Seal and Marion Hensel
What do you remember most
from yoursummersas a kid?
Paid McLean
3rd year Business
"Goingfrom pool to pool
and spreading pool
VKHses."
Tara Konowakhuk
4th year Phys, Ed,
''Beating up boys."
George Raptis
3rd year Political
Science
*Hangta* outat the pool
causta' trouble."
Brown
4th year Psychology
"We had this creek at the
back ofmy house. We
used to play in it untilwe
found (Hit that it was
sewage disposal, Yk
used to wander about all
Of the different cdours."
Top Ten Things
We Miss
About
Childhood
Summers
THE LAURIERAMBASSADORS
Cord Features
1. Bazooka Joe Wrappers and
their cool jokes (!)
2. The Dickie Dee Dude
3. Running through the sprinkler
4. Slurpees and the consequent
Brain freeze
5. BMX bikes
6. Building sand castles
7. Kick-ass long Bermuda shorts
8. Kissing Tag
9. 5 cent candies at 7-11
10. Sticker books
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From Wasaga Beach
to Waterloo?
BRENT REYNOLDS
Cord Features
All, summer .... a time for rest and
relaxation, for hangin' out at the
beach with your friends, and for
playing a little hopscotch under the
warm July sun.
Or at least that's how it used to
be.
Like many Laurier students, this
has been my first summer in
Waterloo. I remember back to the
end ofApril when I was thinking to
myself, "I wonder what this sum-
mer is going to be like?" Well, I
don't think I could ever have antici-
pated a summer, like this one. I
don't know if it's a case of growing
older, being away from Wasaga
Beach, or a combination of the two,
but this summer has been nothing
like the ones that sprang to mind
from my childhood memories. Not
that this has been a bad summer;
quite the contrary in fact, I've actu-
ally had a wicked time. But like
most people, work is dragging on
and I am starting to look forward to
September like a kid on a long car
ride. I also find myself thinking of
summers gone by when I had so
much more time to myself and the
days seemed to last forever.
The thing I miss most about
spending my summers away from
cottage country is undoubtedly the
water. Ahh.... cold, refreshing H2O!
It took me awhile to realize that
Waterloo is distinctly lacking in
beaches and bikinis, and as much
as I love it, the turtle pool is not
exactly a perfect substitute, god
bless its soul. It does have its merits
when you arrive home from Louie's
at two in the morning and need a
quick dip to clear your head (as my
friend Jay can attest to) but there is
something about lazing around the
beach on a sunny
afternoon that real-
ly makes your sum-
mer special. We still
manage to get to
the beach on the
occasional week-
end, but when I
was a kid it was
simply a matter of
hopping on my bike and hitting the
sand whenever the mood struck
me.
We also quickly discovered that
Waterloo has some stringent sum-
mer rules that impede many of the
activities I enjoyed during my
Who doesn'tenjoy sitting
around a campfire on a
glorious July evening
having a couple of beers?
youth. Take for instance the
almighty campfire: who doesn't
enjoy sitting around a campfire on a
glorious July evening having a cou-
pie of beers and singing Irish Rovers
tunes with your buddies? The
Waterloo Fire Department quickly
ended our attempt
to recreate the
campfire atmos-
phere I remember
from my high
school days.
Luckily, we escaped
with a strict warn-
ing, but the mes-
sage was clear: this
isn't Wasaga Beach, and you just
can't go around acting like you're
on summer vacation here in
Waterloo.
The people are different this
summer as well, as many of m\
Waterloo chums have gone homt
for the summer and I rarely see my
old friends from high school any-
more. This is not a negative aspect
however, as I originally thought it
might be. I found that it did not
take very long to discover which
people were staying here for the
summer, and that you become even
closer to thesepeople because there
are fewer distractions around you.
The few of us going into third year
that are still here over the summer
have become like a family, sharing
meals and going out until the wee
hours of the morning. I must say
that I have gotten to know thesf
people so much better this summer
and it has really eased the transition
for me of living away from home
this summer. Without these friends,
I shudder to think what a long and
weary Waterloo summer I would
havehad.
So what have I really missed this
summer? Those three hour line-ups
on Fridays at the Turret, dodging
the Mustangs and IROCS on the
strip at Wasaga, raising hell the
night after a killer exam, and of
course, the TUesday night ball hock-
ey league. But all in all, I must say
that I have had a helluva time this
summer and I will have risen to the
challenge and have taken it all in
stride with a little help from
Molson's. Still, I must admit that I
am marking the days on my calen-
dar until Orientation week, but until
then 1 will continue to enjoy what
Waterloo has to offer me this sum-
mer. Thank God for the turtle pool.
Amen.
BRENT
REYNOLDS
The boys of summer can still have summer fun without the surf and the sand.
The changing face of Dickie Dee clients
TANYA AFFOLTER
Cord Features
Do you remember as a child count-
ing down the days until school was
out for the summer?
In fact, as a university student it
is impossible to deny counting
down the hours until our last final is
finished and our summer vacation
begins.
Aside from this anxious anticipa-
tion for summer to start, much has
changed regarding our summer-
time agendas.
The stress of summer hits most
university students after Reading
Week. With low motivation and an
even lower bank balance most stu-
dents begin to hunt for summer
employment.
Job searching is a tedious task
and the notion of having a four
month vacation to relax and unwind
is fictitious (to most students). Our
temporary jobs need to make us
enough money to continue our edu-
cation and should give us some
experience in our field of study - if
we're lucky.
The days of playing outdoors
with our friends and waiting for the
Dickie Dee ice cream truck to come
around appears to be a thing of the
past.
Another drastic change in our
summer expectations results in an
altered social life. As children we
spent day after day with our friends,
riding bikes, swimming, catching
minnows and begging Mom for 'just
one more freezie'.
For many university students the
arrival of summer means leaving
friends and returning home, which
adds meaning to the word adjust-
ment. Explaining our every move
can get annoying and having fewer
close friends around to share sto-
ries with can cause expensive phone
bills.
During childhood, summers
were fun, exciting, carefree and our
only worry was that our parents
would call us in too early to get
ready for bed.
A university student's summer is
still fun, although at times there
appears to be a lot less of it. We go
camping, get together with our high
school buddies and share 'do you
rememberwhen' stories.
However, now our summers
involve a much higher stress com-
ponent while we worry thatwe will
not get to bed early enough to think
straight at work or have enough
energy to complete our telecollege
assignment.
Upon close examination summer
has changed because our goals
have. We realize that we create our
own happiness and that although
building sand castles may still be
fun, it is highly unlikely to con-
tribute to our future success. It is
extremely important however, that
we keep a strong perspective and
no matterwhere our goals may lead
us, we should never completely
desert our childhood.
Before we start counting down
the number of days until we are
back to school perhaps we should
go for a bike ride, or better yet visit
the local Dickie Dee.
-(Feature)
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Applications will be accepted:
July 30 - August 7,1996 and August 29 - September 6, 1996
in Human Resources for fall and winter
student positions available on campus.
STUDENT LIFE
My year in
Tel Aviv
HEATH APPLEBAUM
Cord Student Life
Are you looking for a challenge? An
exciting adventure that's sure to
change your life? Then you should
consider looking into one of hun-
dreds of study abroad programs.
No matter what program you're
in at Lauder, there's a study abroad
program to suit your personal aca-
demic needs. While providing a
fascinating contrast between your
area of study and your chosen field,
your life outside the classroom will
also provide a great learning expe-
rience.
I know because for the past
twelve months I've had the unique
privilege of living, working and
studying International Politics in
Israel at the world-renowned
University ofTel Aviv.
It was a once in a lifetime oppor-
tunity to study the AraMsraeli con-
flict. I was able to witness history
as it unfolded, rather than read
about it in outdated textbooks or
watch it on CNN soundbites.
Living in Israel's cultural heart-
land, I had a chance to meet the
people behind the headlines and
attend lectures given by Israeli
political figures. As well, I watched
as peace negotiations helped shape
the new Middle East.
I experienced first-hand what
life in Gaza is really like, speaking
with local Palestinians as they pre-
pared to vote in their first-ever elec-
tions. Travelling to neighbour-
ing Egypt, I spoke with Egyptians
about Israel and the prospects of
regional peace. I attended peace
rallies, participated in the Israeli
national elections and shook hands
with new Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu.
Unfortunately, I also shared in
the pain and tragedy of Yitzhak
Rabin's assassination. In addition, I
spoke with victims of terrorist bus-
bombings, teenage soldiers, U.N.
peace-keepers and grandparents
who had fought in Israel's War of
Independence.
I witnessed Christmas festivities
in Bethlehem and took part in
Passover services in Jerusalem dur-
ing its 3000 year birthday celebra-
tions. This is the only city home to
three of the world's major religions.
During the year, I was also fortu-
nate to find unique work opportuni-
ties that had me teaching ice hock-
ey in the Middle East's only Olympic
hockey rink. As well, I did some
bartending at a Five-star hotel to
some of Israel's most famous
celebrities. Of course, none of this I
would have believed possible unless
I had taken the initiative to continue
my studies abroad.
Right now thousands of intellec-
tually curious Canadian students
are living and studying in a foreign
countries, pursuing their degrees in
a wide range of disciplines and lan-
guages.
So whether you're looking to
study for the summer, semester or
year in another country, there is a
study abroad or exchange program
that complements your academic
goals and also fits within your bud-
get.
Programs have been specifical-
ly designed for students enrolled in
Bachelors degrees and full academ-
ic credit, depending on your pro-
gram at I xiurier.
It's a chance to study, develop
new friendships, travel, understand
history and watch as new history
unfolds before your very eyes. It's a
time to explore new landscapes,
meet unique people and discover
alot about yourself.
Studying abroad will also teach
you to appreciate many of the
things in Canada that you've always
taken for granted.
As I pack my bags today, I am
preparing to leave this fascinating
country and return to Canada.
Sharing my experiences with you
and reflecting back on this year, it
feels like I'm leaving a home
behind. However, I know that these
memories will remain with me for
therest ofmy life.
So, wherever your dream takes
you - Asia, Australia, Europe, South
America, or the Middle East, there
is an adventure waiting for you to
discover.
For further information on study
abroad/exchange programs, visit
Career Services or contact the
Laurier International Liason on
campus.
FILE
PHOTO
Good Ol' Irish Fun
Partying along the Shamrock Shore
ANN HUSKINSON
Cord Student Life
If you're a northern Ontarian like
myself, you live for the summer. By
the time April rolls around, the
ground has been frozen for nearly
six months and I am ready for the
sun. My favourite way to enjoy the
summer is partying it up with
friends and funky music.
Although I spent most of the
summer far away from my home-
land, it was one big party I won't
soon forget. I spent the past 2 172
months along the shamrock shores
of Ireland.
The party never stops in good ol'
Dublin, especially since this summer
it was infested with at least seven
crazy students from Waterloo (5
from W.L.U. and 2 from Conestoga).
Twoof my friends threw a house
party one night, and even though
there were only about twenty peo-
ple there, there was enough alcohol
and smoke-related products to kill
an army.
Unlike Canadian bashes, where
people greedily guard their alcohol,
the Irish are willing to share their
stash with everyone.
They want to make sure that you
are as intoxicated as you can possi-
bly be without dying. As my father
says, the Irish only drink to forget
that they're alcoholics.
Since I had been partying with
some other crazy Irishmen the night
before, I was the first to crash and
burn. Nonetheless, I didn't get to
sleep until 6 a.m. and had to share
my bed with some drunk guy who
just crawled in with me.
When we awoke at 11 a.m. all
the guys were mad cause it was a
Sunday and the pubs didn'topen for
another thirty minutes.
As for pub life, it's always hap-
pening. Every place is packed from
about 5 p.m. until close. And many a
keg of Guinness is consumed each
and every day.
As well, there are usually tradi-
tional Irish musicians and dancers
to keep you entertained.
Every Friday was payday where
I worked, and immediately after we
got paid we would head across the
street for "one drink." Since this rit-
ual began at 4 p.m. and never
entailed only one drink, by 8 o'clock
no-one could see straight.
On mostof these occasions I was
so drunk that I forgot what it was
like to be sober.
Once tills started to become a
normal thing, I knew that soon I
would have to return to Canada or
spend the rest of my life drunk in
Ireland.
Actually, I would be happy to
spend the rest of my life drunk in
Ireland but I kind of ran out of
money and had to come home.
So if you ever have a lot of cash
to blow and feel like partying it up in
a foreign country, I highly recom-
mend the land o' shamrocks.
One's personal beliefs
MIKE ADORJAN
Cord Student Life
What we believe defines who we
are and where we fit into society. It
is rooted in our spirituality, religion,
interests and lifestyle.
Sometimes people forget that
belief is a relative thing, just like
good and evil. Far from an influence
originating in Heaven or Hell, what
is deemed good and what is deemed
evil is merely related to the mores
and values of a culture.
Criminal acts in one country may
not be criminal in another.
Controversial actions such as
polygamy, incest, infanticide, and
female (or male) circumcision
aquire their controversy by virtue of
opposing societies' viewpoints.
Men, women and children lose
their lives every day, fighting to the
death over their beliefs. To chal-
lenge their belief system in any way
sparks a fury that can only be tem-
pered through a fatal revenge.
To me any belief that causes a
person
to become wilfully ignorant
is unhealthy. I call this state igno-
rantly blissful. I'd prefer to be bliss-
fully ignorant, but these are two dif-
ferent things.
I am not opposed to having
beliefs. It is my view that beliefs lend
a certain strength and intelligence to
a person, but only if they are truly
believed.
On the other hand, I am opposed
to a belief that blinds a person to
any other possible viewpoint. To me,
a belief may or may not correlate
with reality, whatever "reality" is.
I may believe in the paranormal,
yet I cannot prove its existence (at
least not with science in its present
state). I may believe in a God; I can
channel that belief positively into a
belief in myself, or I can wage war
on anyone who doesn't see eye to
eye with me.
Sometimes religion and science
are so opposed that both sides seem
to be blind to the other's views. I'd
like to think that a person can hold a
belief until another opinion shifts
some hardenedneurons,and a new
beliefmorphs from that.
Every person will form their own
beliefs as they grow up - the trick is
not to be binded by them. Every
person is unique and brings with
them a fresh perspective. Learn
from every person you meet. Don't
become a rock.
Student Budget Menu
Hamburger Stroganoff
LYNN PAULI
Cord student life
1 lb. hamburger
1 small onion, chopped
1 dove garlic, minced
1/2 lb. mushrooms, sliced
1 small container (250 rr»L) sour cream
2 tbsp. flour
pinch salt and pepper
1/2 tsp. paprika
1 cancondensed cream of mushroom soup
Fry hamburger withonion, garlic andmushrooms. Season with salt, pepper
and paprika. Stir in flour, and cook an additional 5 minutes, starring fre-
quently. Mix in condensed mushroom soup. Heat Ihoroughly. Mix in sour
cream. Do notbofi alter sour cream is added or it mayseparate. Serve over
egg noodles or with rice.
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"King Pin" in Hong Kong
MELANIE SEAL
Cord Sports
Jay Delorme considers his accom-
plishments in bowling to be due to
good luck. "I'm pretty lucky at it,"
the fourth year business student
said. "You have to be lucky to be
good and good to be lucky."
The Laurier SBE student has
been bowling for seventeen years
and is currently ranked as the num-
ber 2 qualifier in the under 23 divi-
sion in Canada.
Delorme, who bowls at
Frederick Lanes in Kitchener will be
competing at the World Bowling
Championships in Hong Kong on
August 4th.
Chosen as an alternate for Team
Canada and a member of the under
23 team, Delorme is confident in
Canada's abilities in the champi-
onship. Delorme first competed
internationally in 1991, and this will
be his second World Championship
competition. "I don't plan on getting
eliminated...this time we're going to
kick some ass."
Bowling competitively since he
was five years old, Delorme said the
World Championships was some-
thing he'd always thought about.
"I've been practicing every day,"
said Delorme, since he was chosen
to represent Canada.
Going to university has been one
of his biggest obstacles. "My bowl-
ing went down a little bit in universi-
ty," Delorme said. Because he's
been without a consistent coaching
program in Kitchener, Delorme has
had to rely on training himself. "I've
had sporadic coaching, sometimes
you get into a rut and you need
someone else to help you out,"
explained Delorme.
During his years at school,
Delorme considered leaving the
lanes. "I was thinking of quitting,
but after deciding not to, I put all of
my effort into it." Upon graduation,
he plans to pay more attention to his
training and competition.
A knee injury is another obstacle
Delorme has had to overcome. He
had to have knee surgery two years
ago. "Every time I put pressure on
the knee, I had to hop onto the other
knee...l even thought about bowling
with my other hand for awhile,"
Delorme said. Going into this com-
petition, he feels better about the
strength in his knee.
As an alternate for Team
Canada, Delorme feels his chances
to represent Canada in competition
are quite good. "Bowling injuries
happen often, they usually need
someone."
Delorme is eligible to compete
for Team Canada should bowling
be included in the 2000 Olympics
held in Sydney, Australia. It was a
demonstration sport in the
Barcelona Olympics. "Bowling is a
sport played by more countries than
soccer."
The championship will last eight
days, and there will be over 200ath-
letes representing forty countries.
The championships are played ten
pin, with six games in singles the
first day, six games in the paired
bowling the following day, and six
games played for the team competi-
tion the third day. "I'm looking for-
ward to a break, but I don't see one
in the near future." Delormesaid.
ROB
GLOVER
Laurier Business student Jay
Delorme will compete in the
World BowlingChampionships
"Canada Day":
2 gold, 2 silver
GREG CHOWNYK
Cord Sports
Saturday July 26 at the Olympics
definitely can't be called 'Super
Saturday' as it was originally billed.
The bomb that exploded in the early
morning in downtown Atlanta took
care of that.
However, from a Canadian
standpoint, it may well just have
been the most successful day at
the Olympics the country had-
experienced.
Led by Donovan Bailey'?
world record and gold
medal winning perfor-
mance in the 100 metre
dash, in just one da\
Canadians managed tc
win four medals: twc
gold and two silvers.
Bailey didn't sue
cumb to the pressure he
faced leading up to the
race and when it was all
said and done he finished in
9.84 seconds, one one-hun-
dredth of a second off the previ
ous world record.
The race was slow to start since
there were three false starts, two of
which were by defending Olympic
champion Linford Christie which
resulted in him being disqualified.
The always arrogant Christie
refused to believe he was the culprit
and was extremely slow to leave the
track.
He was eventually escorted off
the track and Bailey was able show
the world his stuff.
Earlier in the day, Lake Lanier
was the place to be as Canada's
rowing team lived up to their expec-
tations and brought home three
medals.
Kathleen Heddle and Marnie
Mcßean
struck gold in
the double sculls and both Silken
Laumann and Derek Porter won sil-
ver medals in their single sculls
event.
For Heddle and Mcßean it was
their third Olympic gold as they
brought home two in the previous
Olympics in Barcelona.
The three golds make a record
for Canadians. Even better, the pair
has a chance to win a fourth gold
medal when they row in the
quadruple sculls.
Perhaps the only disappointment
was the fact that cyclist Curt
Harnett lost in his semi final heats.
"Canada day" Saturday made
up for what is being called 'Black
Friday' for Canadians.
That day saw medal con-
tenders Tayna Dubnicoff
(cycling), Anne
Montminy (diving) and
Wedy Wiebe and
Colleen Miller (row-
ing) eliminated in the
preliminary rounds
of their respective
events.
One shot Canada
ias for a gold lies
with mountain biker
Alison Sydor, who has
been enjoying a success-
ful season on the World
Cup circuit.
Decathlete Michael Smith
has a legitimate shot to medal as he
looks to redeem himself for a poor
performance in Barcelona.
Diver Annie Pelletier will also be
looking to medal in the springboard
competition.
The terrorist bombing and the
somber mood that followed definite-
ly put a damper on the day's events.
Super it was not, but Canadianit
was.
Canada's
Olympic
demise
GREG CHOWNYK
CordSports
Well, aB you pride Mod Canadians
who love to watch our Olympic ath-
letes taste victory better soak it all
up during these current summer
games in Atlanta. Come the next
Olympics fewer and fewer
Canadians will find themselves on
the podium being presented with a
medal
As unfortunate as it may seem, it
is true. With the government drasti-
cally cutting funding to the country's
amateur athletic programs,
Canadian athletes surely won't be
able to compete on die same level as
the other nations.
Much of Canada's success in past
years was a result
ofincreased fund-
ing during the 1980's. However,
now the weß appears dry.
In fact, the effects are already
being feH in same sports in Atlanta.
The Canadian swimming program
has been struggling ever since stars
of the past Alex Bauman and Victor
Davis called it quits after the 1984
games in Los Angeles. The team
struggled in Seoul in 1988 and in
Barcelona in 1992. Much of the
same has occurred in Atlanta except
for the welcomed surprises that
Curtis Myden and Marianne Limpert
have brought
Dave Johnson, the team's coach
does remain optimistic
about it afl. In the last
few years he believes
that the program has
improved. But with
only a $600 000 bud-
get to work with, ft is
far from returning to
its glory days ofyester-
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With the emergence of the
Chinese and the always strong
swmming nations like the United
States and Germany, Canada's
chances to succeed on the world
stage seemWeak.
The country's boxing program is
another one that is sure to suffer
over time. Long gone are medal
winners such as Shawn O'Sullivan,
WillieDeWitt and Lennox Lewis.
Now Canadian boxers are hav-
ing trouble on the work! stage. This
fact of life for Canada was never
made as dear as it was during five
first few days in Atlanta. At this
year's Olympics, Canadian boxers
were beaten early andoften.
Without a doubt this can be con-
nected to the government cutbacks.
With a small budget the Canadian
team was only able to have one
training camp for its members
before Atlanta. At this camp they
worked only on the technical
aspects and could have used anoth-
er one to work on conditioning and
strength training.
What does the future hold for
Canada's amateur athletes? Well
many will be forced to train on
their
own without adequate coaching and
facilities as they simpfy can't afford
them. Corporate sponsorship will
be big, but hard to come by. How
many corporations are going to put
in bag bucks to a sport like rowing
that isnt realty weß Mowed. When
they can put the money into pro
sports where they are sure to get
more out ofit?
More than likely athletes will
have to pay their own way to com-
petitions which will probably leave
them thinking & Itreally worth it?
So be prepared Canada. Enjoy
what ever success Canadian ath-
letes are achieving in Atlanta
because you are not Bkely to see it
again.
NBA players dash for cash
GREG CHOWNYK
Cord Sports
Not that the N.BA. is a stranger to
front page news or anything, but
usually during this part of the year
any news from that league usually
finds its way filed away in the back
pages of the sports section. This
summer, the N.BA. news has been
the talk of the sports world.
Without a doubt this has been
the most active off season the league
has ever faced. Free agent signings
and various trades have resulted in
billions of dollars being spent and
many teams giving themselves a
face lift.
However, all this change just
may have a negative effect on the
league's reputation.
With all the enormous contacts
signed, the teams are going to have
to be able to somehow pay these
guys.
The answer will most likely
come in ticket price hikes and the
fans will be forced to cough up the
bucks to see their heroes in action.
Take for example the Los
Angeles Lakers who inked Shaquille
O'Neal to a seven year deal worth
$120 million.
Soon after the Shaq signing was
announced, the Lakers also let it be
known that some of their ticket
prices had increased. In this case,
their cheapest seats at the L.A.
Forum went from a very affordable
$9 to somewhere in the neighbour-
hood of $21. This is just the begin-
ning of what may become a league
wide trend.
The O'Neal signing also brings to
mind another issue that is sure to
affect what has become possibly the
most successful sports league over
the last ten years.
The question remains: are these
guys really worth these huge
amountsof money?
In acquiring Shaq, the Lakers got
themselves a great powerful centre
who is good for an easy 25 points a
game and will control things in the
paint.
However, this guy has never won
anything and at the free throw line,
where many games are won and
lost, he is pathetic.
Alonzo Mourning is reportedly
going to sign a deal over the $100
million mark with the Miami Heat
soon that will make him probably
the second highest paid centre in the
league.
Mourning is good, but better
than David Robinson and Hakeem
Olajuwon? Noway.
It just isn't the centres
that are pulling down
the big bucks.
Two up and
coming, but
unproven
players in J
Allan Houston 1
and Chris 112
Childs signed ij
multi-million
dollar deals
with the
Knicks. ;
Childs,
who will run
the offense as
the Knicks
point guard,
was applying his
trade in the United
States Basketball
League only three short
years ago.
At
$24 million
over six
years, he better produce, or faithful
fans of the Madison Square Gardens
won't be starting up a
Chris Childs Fan
Club
any time
within the
next century.
Besides
these
guys,
Michael
Jordan,
Juwan
Howard and Gary Payton all signed
their names to huge deals.
It isn't over yet with Reggie Miller
and Dennis Rodman still out on the
market.
With another group of a big
name free agents ready to hit the
market next summer, this eventful
and expensive offseason just may
become a regular tradition.
Whether these guys and the
many others that haven't been men-
tioned are worth it or not is debat-
able. They are sure to improve their
respective teams.
However, the league and its play-
ers are giving themselves a tar-
nished reputation. The fans are
going to have to pay more money
and many will begin to believe that
these players are just plain greedy.
Greedy? Not according to O'Neal
who said his deal "wasn't about
money." Moving to LA will benefit
his acting and rapping dreams that
will surely increase his bank
account even more.
Not about money? Right, Shaq,
sure it is.
Shaquille O'Neal struck gold
when he signed a deal to play
B-ball in Los Angeles.
The Great
One takes
Manhattan
GREG CHOWNYK
Cord Sports
If it had happened ten years ago, or
even three years ago, it
would have
caused a great stir in the sports
world. Instead Wayne Gretzky's
signing a few weeks back with the
New York Rangers passed with only
average fanfare. My, how times
have changed.
One could only imagine what the
bidding would have been like for
Gretzky if he were a free agent a
few years back. Every team in the
league would have been lining up at
agent Mike Barnett's door for a
chance to get the greatest player to
ever play the game. Instead this
summer, many teams publically
stated that they were not at all inter-
ested in signing the Great One.
In the end the race to sign
Gretzky involved three teams. The
Rangers, St. Louis and Vancouver
were all in it until the end. But
when it came down to it, Gretzky
couldn't turn down the opportunity
to play once again with long time
pal, Mark Messier.
A poor playoff performance and
his age made other teams like
Anaheim, Toronto and Phoenix shy
away from Gretzky, admitting
that
his high contract demands weren't
feasible.
The Rangers will be a good fit
for Gretzky, probably the best situa-
tion he could have gotten himself in
to. He clearly won't be asked to
carry the team as he did in Los
Angeles and it will be a little more
relaxed than St. Louis. As the sea-
son wound down in St. Louis, it was
clear thatMike Keenanand Gretzky
weren't made for each other.
Gretzky will be counted on to
contribute greatly, but with Messier
running the show and a great sup-
porting cast that includes Luc
Robitaille and Brian Leetch, he
won't have too much pressure on
him. However, that make-up does
make the Rangers one of the
favourites for the Stanley Cup next
season.
So times have changed. Wayne
Gretzky isn't the best player in the
game right now, but he still is a hun-
dred point man and has the ability
to make others aroundhim better.
Let's just hope that Gretzky's act-
ing ability has also changed. As a
part of his contract, he gets a t.v.
show in New York. If anybody
remembers him hosting Saturday
Night Live a few years back, you'll
hope so too.
Olympic team
budget cuts
continued from page 9
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ENTERTAINMENT
Riverworks' CD release
a friendly affair
600 Waterlooersflood Turret to hear local band's "inlandMaritime" sound
ROBIN WHITTAKER
Cord Entertainment
When it was all over, sweat-
drenched drummer Jamie
Tompkins waded through his band's
600 smelly fans with a smile he'd
had for hours, to be embraced by
one particular young lady. Several
men hugged him too. His band's CD
release bash had been a success.
But then, what did Waterloo
expect? Riverworks, in one form or
another, have been playing the
Waterloo region for years. And the
now five-member band can cele-
brate having produced their first,
self-titled album.
Three years ago, friends Mike
Monaghan and Jon Weland teamed
up as an acoustic duet, playing
around the Waterloo area. By
September of '95, Tompkins, lead
guitarist Leigh Poole, and bassist
Mark McVicar had joined the band.
Riverworks are reminiscent of
Spirit of the West and Great Big
Sea in terms of the small-town sub-
tle nuances found at their acoustic
heart. With the addition of
Tompkins, McVicar, and Poole,
they've added a heavier rock sound
not found in Maritime folk-music.
Their music may just appeal to
lovers of the heavy and the light.
"We have such a range of
vocals," adds McVicar. "We mix
things up."
Riverworks have already won
the Waterloo Chronicle's Reader's
Choice award, and finished as run-
ners-up in the August 1995 Kool
Fm/CKCO "FutureClassics" contest,
in which they competed against
approximately a hundred bands.
"The big thing's the CD now,"
says Monaghan. "We're hoping that
it'll be a turning point where we can
get some recognition going.... It'll be
nice when people can actually get a
CD and take it home and listen to
the songs and hopefully they'll tell
someone else - and so on."
Recognition has hardly been a
problem for Riverworks. The band
is quick to point out their following
of a thousand fans, and my skepti-
cism of this number was more than
discredited as the Turret was jam-
packed with a distinctly older crowd
than the bar is used to. For the
$12.00 ticket price, patrons got a
free Riverworks CD. Ingenious,
really.
Says Monaghan "If you'll listen to
the CD you'll find that it's really
diverse. There's a lot on there for
different people, but it still sounds
like the same band."
McVicar agrees, adding "That's
one thing that our producer Greg
Secord really stressed: even though
we've got a wide range of [material],
it should have that signature
sound."
Their sound originates in the
creative minds Monaghan and
Weland, who penned all but one of
the album's songs, which is credited
to McVicar.
Despite the band's inland roots,
the smell of sea-salt flavours their
music, especially in song like
"5.0.5." and "Did I Really Hold On."
The latter song is especially dear to
the band, says Weland. It's based
on a true story about two brothers
who, three summers ago, went fish-
ing on Lake Nipissing when "the
"Ml be nice when
people can actual-
ly get a CD and
take it home and
listen to the songs
and hopefully
they'll tell some-
one else - and so
on.
-Mike Monaghan,
Singer/Songwriter
waves picked up ... they went out
too far and they tried to make it
home. But only one brother sur-
vived."
The song is incredibly heart-felt,
especially in live performance.
Monahan's solemn vocals touch you
deeply when he sings "My name is
Michael Steven, for this used to be
my home 1... When the walls of
time came tumbling down and
brought me here to stand / Before a
judge and jury with my heart held
in my hand."
Moreover, the scathing guitar
solos and wild percussion bring out
the swirling emotions of the situa-
tion, saving it from melancholia and
depression. All five of Riverworks'
members have a solid mastery of
their craft, and they use their talents
to bring out exhilarating music.
Weland continues: "Music is
more than just music, it's part of
your soul and when you get up
there playing, whether it's for 10
people or 600, it comes from some-
where deeper. You're up theredoin'
what you love to do and it just gets
overtaken from there."
The audience's response was
such that I couldn't stop asking
myself if these guys knew every one
of their fans personally. They had
something to talk about with just
about everyone they passed by,
while opening acts White Courtesy
Phone and Sweetfall did a solid
job of keeping the Turret enter-
tained.
"Even when we've been playing
Louie's," says McVicar "and it's 2:00
on a Sunday night and there's like
ten people in there, they're all just
going yaaah!"
Weland boasted that "out of all
the bands and independent releases
that have been released in this area,
over the past decade, no one has
done a CD release party that I've
seen to this extent."
Songs such as "Campfire Player"
and "Unchained and Free," deliv-
ered with tremendous energy, have
a distinctly Canadian, thoughtful
sound. You're bitten by electric
mosquitoes while you listen.
"Canadian music is the cutting
edge of the music industry as far as
I'm concerned," says Monaghan.
"That's where it's at."
So where does Riverworks go
from here?
"The next stone is that we're
looking for the right manager for
the band," says Weland. "Not only
to get along with the band, but to
get us places. That, and an agent
for booking because we want to
start a tour in October."
As well, the band hopes to play
frosh week gigs with bigger bands.
And in the studio?
Notes Monaghan "we've already
started talking about our next CD....
Once the CD party's over and the
smoke clears I think we'll all go
back to getting some more material
down."
Riverworks has the air of a band
that is about to make it big. They've
proven their dedication, and most
importantly they've accumulated a
solid fan base. McVicar points out:
"we're a band that's hard to
ignore!"
When the lights finally came
back up that night, the five home-
town boys couldn't escape from
their adoring fans, even if they
wantedto.
Riverwork's self-titled CD can be
found at major music stores in the
"independent" section.
The band plays alternating
Sundays at Loose Change Louie's
and Mrs. Robinson's. Monaghan
and Weland often play acoustic sets
at the Weaver Arms and the Dukeof
Wellington.
ROBIN
WHITTAKER
Mike Monaghan and Jon Weland sweat buckets playing for 600 fans in the Turret.
Game Guru rescues the princess
MIKE VENCEL
CordEntertainment
Title: Super Mario RPG: The
Legend of the Seven Stars
System: SNES
Format: 1 player RPG
Company: Square/Nintendo
The princess is kidnapped again,
and it's up to you and buddies to
rescue her. Oh, wait that's the plot
line for all the other Mario games.
Super Mario RPG is a little different.
In this new RPG from the people
that brought you the Final Fantasy
series (Square) and Nintendo, you
(Mario) are confronted with a new
menace that takes the form of a
giant sword that plunges into
Bowers castle. No one knows who
this new evil menace is, save for
their name, "The Smithy Gang,"
and their purpose: to take over the
mushroom kingdom. To do so they
must find the seven stars which will
grant them their fondest wish. It's
up to you, Mario, and whoever will
join you on this quest to find the
stars and stop the evil Smithy Gang.
I was intrigued by this game
when I first heard about Mario
being turned into an RPG (role-play-
ing game) since Mario has always
been a 2-D platform action game.
To turn Mario into a 3-D game,
Nintendo knew they had to get help
so they enlisted Square, and it's
obvious from playing that the Mario
RPG is based heavily on their other
series of games. The biggest thing
that you have to take into considera-
tion when planning to buy this
game is the market it's aimed at -
mainly kids. Sure, Mario's always
been popular with people of all
ages, but the majority of players are
the 6 to 14 crowd. With this in
mind, it's easy to see why some of
the puzzles are so easy and even the
harder ones always offer a way
around them or clues thatpractical-
ly solve it for you. Other then this
fact, Mario RPG is actually a pretty
good game. It is quirky and fun, so
most Mario players will love it, and
all of Mario's friends show up to
help out Mario on his quest. One
thing that is wrong with this game is
the music played during the battle
sequences. It's too upbeat and
happy and so damned annoying
that I'm convinced the guy that
wrote it is in an insane asylum.
When I'm in the battle of my life, I
don't want some repetitious song
played over and over that makes
me want to hari kari myself. Now
before I completely turn you off of
the game, let me tell you some of its
good points. The graphics are
excellent with the Mushroom
Kingdom being awash in colours
that are a visual delight. The story
in the game is nothing original, but
it's severely different from anything
Mario's ever faced before and that
makes it fun. Finally, the game play
is good, but not excellent, it's still far
too action orientated to be a proper
RPG. (I guess if there wasn't plat-
forms to jump on over lava then it
just would be a Super Mario
Game...) The best part about this
game is the side quests that you're
sent on that have no outcome on the
final ending but are fun to complete.
I would recommend this game to
people but don't go in expecting a
massive RPG that will take you
months to finish. My brother fin-
ished in a week, although that was
playing it at least four hours a day.
(It must be nice not to have a job.)
It's a great game for the first time
RPGer or average players but for
those people that are diehard Final
Fantasy players perhaps youshould
wait for the next installment to
come out.
Rating: B+
(This game is available at
Micrvplay, 133 WeberSt 888-7900)
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Pride and pain characterize
novel of Cape Breton
ERIN KEATING
Cord Entertainment
Fal On Your Knees
Ame-Marie MacDonakJ
Knopf Canada.
The first things that I
loticed when I picked up
"all on Your Knees were the
strong catholic connotations
suggested by the title itself,
ind the lines from
vVuthering Heights quoted
it the beginning: '"Why
mnst thou not always be a
?ood lass, Cathy?' 'Why
cannot you always be a
?ood man, father?'".
These lines made me
smile as I thought of the
oroud, impertinent child
.hat would answer her
father in thatmanner. As
t turned out, both these
deas are integral to the
ich, multi-layered nar-
rative that follows.
Anne-Marie
MacDonald is a Canadian writer
who's known for her work in the
theatre. She's won a number of
awards, including The Governor
General's Award for her play
"Goodnight Desdemona (Good
Morning Juliet). She's also been rec-
ognized for her work as an actor in
films such as "Where the Spirit
Lives" (for which she won a Gemini)
and "I've Heard the Mermaids
Singing", which earned her a Genie
nomination. It is my firm belief that
this novel will establish her position
among the foremost Canadian
authors of today.
In her novel, MacDonald follows
the lives of the Piper family as they
struggle to achieve and maintain a
"fine" manner of living despite their
working class surroundings. The
Pipers are bound together by dark
family secrets, and by their incredi-
ble pride. It is this pride that drives
James (the father) into the mines
during the miners' strike of 1909,
thus condemning himself and his
family to be forever ostracized by
their community as 'scabs'. The
strange thing about the Pipers is
that most of their suffering is self-
inflicted. Their pain is even more
poignant when caused by one
daughter's extreme Catholicism, or
another's rebellion, or in the most
tragic cases when it's the result of
James' personal demon.
One of the most beautiful, touch-
ing parts is when the oldest daugh-
ter, Kathleen, is sent to New York for
operatic voice training, where for
the first time in her life she's freed
from all her family constraints. Most
of her story is told through diary
entries which convey Kathleen's
incredible exuberance and fresh-
ness as she learns to overcome
some of herpride, and comes to find
true friendship and love. The exces-
sive pleasure and beauty in the
diary emphasizes the tense, restrict-
ed atmosphere of the Piper home.
The novel is surprisingly accu-
rate in its descriptions of both
Sydney, New Waterford, and the
events that took place in the mines
during the early 20th century (such
as the shooting of William Davis
during a mine strike which is still
commemorated by Davis Day in the
area). Although the descriptions are
of an earlier, more prosperous time,
they still made me homesick for
Cape Breton, and 1 must admit that
part of the enjoyment of the novel
for me came from the nostalgia cre-
ated by the setting. However, that's
only a small part of the value of this
novel, which is rich with powerful
imagery, superstition and intricate
characters that should appeal to
many readers.
My only problem with
MacDonald's writing is that she
seemed unable to decide if she
wanted her characters to have Cape
Breton accents. The dialogue was
typically Canadian except for the
occasional "by'e" thrown in. These
occasional spatterings of Cape
Breton dialect were irritating
because they served to emphasize
how little of the dialect was actually
used. Believe me, if James was
raised with Gaelic as a first lan-
guage he'd have a thick Cape
Breton accent, no matter how edu-
cated he was.
A time to save eight dollars
AARON HUNTER
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
A pretty good story with an interest-
ing conflict. An amazing cast. I was
really ready to like the movie ver-
sion of John Grisham's novel A
Time To Kill, about the emotionally-
charged trial of a black man who
murders two white men in revenge
for raping his daughter. Instead,
here's five hundred words of harsh
criticism.
Matthew McConaughey (Dazed
and Confused) plays the lead as
Jake Brigance, the young and inex-
perienced counsel for the accused.
As the story unfolds, Jake struggles
with both personal demons and the
disgruntled white folk in the small
Mississipi town. Every magazine
write-up I've read about the film
raved about this hitherto unknown
actor: "the next Paul Newman", so
charming, so intense, so cool.
Personally approved by the finicky
Grisham himself. Definitely on his
way to mega-stardom. Maybe so,
but if he wants to last, he'd better
invest his time in a couple of pro-
jects with a lower melodramafactor.
Director Joel Schumacher did an
alright job with Grisham's silly The
Client, but he wades deep in the
muck of cheap sentimentality here.
The trial, revolving around the tem-
porary insanity plea, is presented as
a proving ground for blind justice
and racial equality. Whatever. When
the message isn't trite, it's confusing:
Are we being led to believe that
racial harmony can exist, or that it
cannot? Like E.M. Forster's A
Passage To India, this tale runs
both ways, contradicting itself.
Unlike the movie version of Forster's
Passage, A Time to Kill is bad. Its
morality is simple-minded and
shaky. I'd tell you to go and see for
yourself, but I'd rather tell you to
stay home.
Now I'd like to address the mat-
ter of the cast. Yes, the names are
impressive, but the performances
do not match up for a variety of rea-
sons. Kevin Spacey is wasted,
WASTED, as a two-dimensional
stock character: the ambitious pros-
ecutor. The precious little screen
time he gets is boring, with none of
the edginess and brilliance this
Oscar winner mustered in
Glengarry Glen Ross and Swimming
With Sharks, among others. I got
the impression that he did this for
the paycheck. Donald Sutherland,
another powerhouse, also sleep-
walked through this film as Jake's
alcoholic mentor. Sandra Bullock as
Jake's lippy assistant does little
except sweat a lot and get tied to a
post in her underwear. As the defen-
dant, the typically amazing Samuel
L. Jackson (Pulp Fiction) endures
the worst torment of all - his dia-
logue with McConaughey is painful-
ly empty of significance. This is no
serious examination of racism, and
Jackson's overacting cannot com-
pensate for that. I would accept this
film as a simple courtroom drama-
thriller and stop attacking it on the-
matic grounds, but Schumacher
insists on pushing all the 'meaning-
ful movie' buttons. That makes it
fair game in my books. Two more
things about the cast: Ashley Judd is
wooden as Jake's anxious wife, and
Kiefer Sutherland plays the most
mediocre villain of his distinguished
career, as a violent KKK enthusiast
bent on causing trouble and aveng-
ing the white race.
What else was wrong with it, as
if all this was not enough? The
music was intrusive and poorly edit-
ed, diminishing rather that height-
ening the effect of tense scenes. 'Ihe
movie was too long as well, clocking
in at approximately two and a half
hours. Michael Mann's "Heat"
deserved this length. "Braveheart"
deserved it, needed it. "A Time To
Kill" does not. It's lightweight. Lastly,
and this is a purely personal obser-
vation: the film's conclusion is offen-
sive. I won't reveal the jury's verdict,
but I thought it was stupid and mis-
guided.
FILE
PICTURE
McConaughey and Bullock show their stuff in A Time to Kill
Hard
Cord
ROBIN WHITTAKER
CordEntertainment
1. TIME'S 25 Most Influential
People in America.
Guru's, entrepreneurs, czars,
provocateurs* lords; and
the UJS. has them alii What aco
,
fctky-dtok,
2. FOA recognizes the Internet
as an addiction.
So they finally invent something to
do Late at night that doesn't involve
alcohol, smoking, or drugs. What
about deep?! Is sleep an addiction?
feQaessnot It wasn't i~n-v-e-ivt-e-&
3. Elton John donating 4000
shoes, glasses and concert cos-
tumes for an AIDS charity auc-
tion-
Can you say Odor-Eaters?
4. World Chess Federation title
match. ■
Take Karpov in seven. For the $2
miflton purse somebodyl take a fell
right? But then, this ain't Family
■Miliiiii
5. KISS in concert.
homage to so many painted faces
seeldng a return to a not-so-distant
era CMarcell Marceau tribute
notwithstanding).
6. Evil Olive.
Much Ike 'dad', he's a palindrome
and he^eornin'after you!
7. Marge Schott
The hay-ride's over, ma'am. Please
step away from the ball-club.
8. Wonderwali.
That British voice on the radio wont
stop saying I'm his wonderwaß. FB
take it as a compliment, but he's no
9. Moommit Zappa.
rent evenis.
10. The Marilyn Manson &
ftumpeistiltskin Baby-sitter's
rhJK
-
<&=£::
Hope we get honey.
(Entertainment)-
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[please answer
THE FOLLCWINC
4 «UESTI«NS!
Y«CR NAME WILL
N«T BE RELEASES
|T« THE PUBLIC!
lAre you reliable? I
Do you work well
with
! others?
J 3 Do you have an unusu- .
ally keen and unwavering .
! inferest in Entertainment? .
! 4 Are you litterate?
■IF ANSWERED j
YES TO All 4
ftUESTIONS, WRITE
[FOR THE CORD!
Surprise! Patrons number
one at Hillside Festival
ROBIN WHITTAKER
Cord Entertainment
Guelphs Hillside Festival was a suc-
cess this summer because it found
what today's industry-fests have lost:
the fan as the focus.
Arriving at Hillside Saturday
morning, the friendly, smiling atmos-
phere at once fills the senses. Smells
and tastes of exotic foods accost
your nose and lips, the cool
feel of
the Guelph Lake breeze relaxes your
city-worn nerves, and of course the
sounds of all musical genres arrest
your ears.
You're at peace, in that
sixties sort of way.
"Looking out at the crowd today,
it's like wow!" said one member of
Guelph's eight-woman band,
Corduroy Leda. "These couldn't
possibly all be our friends!"
But they were. And what they
saw at the three day event were
musicians like Ellen Mcllwaine,
arguably the continent's most origi-
nal and accomplished female slide-
guitar player, Kingston rockers
Weeping Tile, whose songs "cured
everything from constipation to hic-
cups" according to their lead gui-
tarist Luther Wright, the industry-
slamming Bob Wiseman and the
Bryan Adams Investment Fund,
the African rhythms of Tikisa, and
Saturday's headliner Jane Siberry,
the sultry conductrice who is confi-
dent enough to sell her latest album
through the internet only.
Throughout, acoustic guitars and
banjos played at all four stages
around the site. So many more acts
defied both comparison and genre.
And when the musicians were
not show-cased, poets, authors,
drummers, and myriad displays sat-
urated your attention. Various
drumming clinics and children's
shows made the event an entirely
interactive experience.
One activity of particular interest
was the Rainbow Web: thirty-thou-
sand feet of hand-dried, recycled
cotton material that has been from
the Washington Monument to
Queen's Park.
Expressing the spirit of the Web,
spokeswomen Rainbow Weaver
says "My wish is that people would
stop wishing and start working for
something they love." Children of all
ages create the web by tying the
strands together.
Appealing to the festivals many
lovers of literature, one of the week-
end's five authors, Russell Smith,
read from his novel-in-progress,
Noise, in which he describes his
"vast and irrational loathing of the
suburbanworld." His work touched
the heart of our generation.
I found myself relating to the
same things the narrator takes
notices of: friends wearing tight pink
shirts with "Babie" on them; cars
driving 120 km/hr on all three lanes
of the highway, and newspaper
interviewees who constantly ignore
the questions being asked, as if they
were above all that. Smith's first
novel, How Insensitive (PQLI994),
made the Governor General's Award
short-list in 1994.
Also making Hillside stand out
from other festivals was the cav-
ernous age-range of its patrons.
Barefooted parents brought their
barefooted new-born babies, as well
as their own barefooted parents.
Fifty-year-old Mcllwaine made this
evident as she played a children's
show on the smaller, and ironically
shadier, Sun Stage. She had pre-
adolescents strum her electric guitar
(adorned with batman sticker) to
produce feedback from the moni-
tors. My grandparents never did
that for me. There was something
for everyone because everyone
could experience everything —
Sleeman's counters notwithstanding.
In the Environment Tent,
Greenpeace had set up a booth,
along with vendors selling rubber-
clothing, protesting animal abuse,
and advocating hemp articles. Both
the Greenpeace and the hemp
spokespeople offered their knowl-
edge enthusiastically , but denied
any correlation between the two.
Other booths around the site sold
jewelry, all types of environmentally
friendly clothing, and of course food,
all at surprisingly reasonable prizes
(another point setting Hillside apart
from the industry-fests).
The Main Stage headliners on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
respectively were, Colin Linden and
Bass is Base, Weeping Tile and
Jane Siberry, and Gerry Alfred &
the Medicine Beat and Big Rude
Jake.
At other festivals, it would be
easy to ask the question "Which
band did you come here to see?" but
at Hillside the answer was over-
whelming "We came here to experi-
ence everything." That was the true
spirit ofthe true weekend festival.
"There's no attitude at all," prais-
es Mcllwaine. "All the people that
work here have really wonderful
spirit."
Making the festival run were
Hillside's 400 volunteers who
deserve our heartfelt congratula
tions and admiration, far greater
than that bestowed upon the paid
organizers at other events. Their
efforts were fueled by the spirit of
the festival, not the cash of the spon-
sors.
In a summer full of over-priced
industry-fests catering to the over-
priced performers more than the
over-ignored fans, Guelph's Hillside
Festival was a refreshing change in
the right direction. It was unbouted-
ly the Weekend of the Fan.
The highly classified
Wing Report
ALLISON HAKOMAKI
AND JAMES EATON
Connoisseurs ofGreatWings
This will be our last installment of
the Wing Report (sob, sob).
Consider this your Bible to eating
wings in K-W. We tell you where to
eat and where to avoid in the stu-
dent's endless quest for good wings.
You will notice our ranking system
involves two criteria above and
beyond the critique of the wings for
each establishment: free refills and
body count. The first is self explana-
tory and is the result of James'
obsession with free refills wherever
we eat. The second is defined by
the number of people we know of
who have had food poisoning as a
direct result of eating wings. Read
on, read on
Wilfs (on campus)
Laurier's own campus pub now
offers an expanded menu including
(what else) wings. The wings are
okay, but your best bet would be to
wait for wing-nights to try for your-
self. Wilfs also offers good service
(Allison works there), and NTN to
complete your wing experience.
Drink Count:0 Body Count: 0
Marty's (across from the Athletic
Complex on King St)
If
you
like wings the size of your
arm and really slow service, Mortys
is the place for you. The wings are
coated, crispy and different from
any wings you've ever experienced
before. Be sure to visit this tradi-
tional off-campus bar just for the
experience. Check out the large
sign out front for weekly food spe-
cials and come early to avoid long
waits. Although Morty's unique
style of wings are not for all tastes,
it's worth the trip to make up your
own mind.
Drink Count: 0 Body Count: 1
Barley Works/Huether Hotel
(down King St. past Bridgeport)
A great atmosphere to grab
some wings - however, make sure
you know where you are going once
you get inside—one wrong turn and
you might be in for a shock. The
Barley Works has a great patio dur-
ing nice weather, and they also have
NTN.
We ordered a pound of both New
York and breaded wings and would
rate them as good, but not great
(one pound $4.99, two pounds
$8.39). Allison didn't necessarily
like the sauce on the wings, but
James liked them. The attitude
from the waitress makes us ques-
tion the service and don't dare ask
for free refills, or a glass of water for
that matter.
Drink Count: 0 Body Count: 0
Loose Change Louie's/The Lodge
(Along University Ave. between
WLUandUW)
Consistently the cheapest wings
with the best service. Every time we
eat there we are impressed. Not
only are the wings consistently good,
but there's lots of free refills and
friendly staff. Whether it's Louie's or
the Lodge, you are likely to be well
acquainted with these nearby estab-
lishments. Wings are only 29<t each
or there's a 40 wings and a pitcher
combo for only $19.99 any time.
Drink Count: 3 and 2
Body Count 1
DaddyO's (University Shops Plaza
by U ofW)
Our most recent wing experi-
ence was Daddy O's, upon the rec-
ommendation of others. James
liked the wicker chairs and the
dance music floating in the back-
ground. The service on the other
hand needs improvement
But onto the food. At first bite,
Allison loved the wings. After 10,
they weren't going down as well.
They are greasy, battered and big,
thus leaving quite a reminder in our
stomachs for the rest of the evening.
James admits the sauce and wings
were tasty at first, but concurs with
Allison's theory that less is better.
On the plus side, wings are 19c
Monday thru Wednesday and 29c
the rest of the week, with the
restaurant also offering your basic
forty wings and a pitcher deal for
$19.95. Daddy O's makes for a
quality, affordable meal, but let us
once again stress the need for
restraint when ordering.
Free Refills: Unlimited (but not on
beer)
Body Count; 0
-Entertainment)
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Ear Candy
Brought to you by Robin Whittaker
Evil Empire
Rage Against the Machine
Epic
"What is music?"
I took a course two years ago
that explored this question for an
entire month. The answer, para-
phrased, was "what isn't?"
Rage has carved its own niche in
the music community. Or more
apolitically correct, their niche is
outside the community, peering in
from somewhere around the
periphery. Zack de la Rocha brings
hard core ghetto-incensed rap
cadences to Tom Morello's heavy
guitar squeaks, scratches, fizz, feed-
back, and distortion, to release the
worst of everyone's frustrations to
the only ones who will listen — the
frustrated. It's an evil circle in an
Evil Empire.
What Rage has done in their fol-
low-up album is expand and
explode their hallmark rap-rock to
expand and explode politics and
propogandic persuasion. The track
"Wind Below" is the perfect exam-
ple of every song's blend, mixing up
straight ahead gangsta rap with
heavy metal chords. Rage has thus
taken two of the angriest musical
genres and spilled them into our
suspecting ears.
The messages are as clear in the
lyrics and music as they are in the
album insert, scattered with pic-
tures of books like The Anarchist
Cookbook, The Media
Monopoly, and A portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man.
"Revolver" speaks of sexism in the
line "His spit is worth more than her
work." "Year of the Boomerang"
screams of violence in our schools:
"So I grip tha cannon like Fanon an
pass tha shells to my classmates."
The boxing allusions keep coming at
you like a prize fighter in "Roll
Right," and "Revolver." Nearly
every song unabashedly mentions
picking up a gun to do what you
will. And if you've had enough of
talk-shows, "Vietnow" discharges
your plight.
This band's ability, flexibility, and
intent are all summed up in the last
words written in the insert: "ALL
SOUNDS MADE BY GUITAR, BASS,
DRUMS, AND VOCALS."
Sometimes you won't believe your
ears, and sometimes you won't want
to. Morello's guitar imitates record
scratching, keyboard manipulating,
and God knows what else. His
smooth transitions throughout are
ear-opening and jaw dropping.
Morello's magic lies in howsmoothly
his noises mesh with each song,
instead ofsticking out like other gui-
tarists' squeals and sqeaks.
For best listening pleasure,
crank the bass and mosh loud and
10ng....
Rage is in the haaaows!!!!!!
Troubleat the henhouse
The Tragically Hip
MCA
"Disappointing you's getting me
down."
11l be the quickest one to admit
that I wasn't the first fan of
Kingston's The Tragically Hip. In
fact, I wasn't a fan at all until a cou-
ple of years ago when I became
strangely addicted to "New Orleans
is Sinking" and "An Inch an Hour."
Since then, I can't get enough of the
band's musical poesy and slow/fast
transitions — I lived in res for a year
with the Hip blasting from four
rooms (including mine) almost non-
stop.
It was thus with great haste that
I ran, not walked, to pick up the
group's newest release to complete
my collection of Hip albums and Hip
concert recordings. Right from the
get-go I was crest-fallen. When
Pearl Jam released "Vitalogy" in a
cardboard package I was
annoyed — The Hip have equalled
Winebible
"Winebible"
Independent
the inferior and flimsy feat. So I
then raced, not meandered, home to
shove the CD into mystereo.
Again, disappointment. I've
enjoyed most of all the Hip's ability
to put out catchy, rocking songs with
light sprinklings of slow, relaxing
ballads. This album is all of the
later and too few of the former. For
me, the song that is most compelling
is the slightly more upbeat "700ft.
Ceiling."
Die-hard Hip-lovers will enjoy
'Trouble at the Henhouse" for what
it is in its own right: a musical mas-
terpiece. The band has definitely
matured in melody, in rhythm, and
in Gord Downie's moving and sooth-
ing lyrics. But when fans want
something to tap their toes to, there
may be trouble at the Hip's hen-
house.
If this old band's gone wimpy
man, then I don'twanna listen.
Angry adolescents everywhere
unite! — and sway to Toronto's
Winebible.
This self-titled album, the follow-
up to the acoustic band's moderately
successful 1994 release "Pack of
Smokes," is a hyper-strumming
rage of passion and soul-searching
folk-rock. It's as if Bob Dylan and
Harry Chapin wrote lyrics for
Leonard Cohen and James
Hetfield. Each track summons its
own musical imagery.
Winebible are anything but
mainstream. Or maybe they're just
picking up where the great folk
singers of the sixties left off — or
rather where the acoustic heroes
were derailed by electric rock-gods.
This threesome has captured the
spirit and hostility of youth, which
may or may not be represented in
the screaming of today's alternative
bands, expressing these emotions
acoustically, with the same edge and
fervour that has been lost since the
rise ofhard rock bands.
Winebible may not blow your
socks off but they are genuine, find
they hide nothing behind walls of
distortion and feedback. Their
detailed and succinct instrumental
arrangements are nearly orchestral,
taking influences from the relatively
distant musical past to remind us of
folk-rock's roots. Perhaps Winebible
are at their most original on the
album's last track "Won't Run
Tonight," which leaves a burning
testament to the heavy purity of
acoustic rock, and to the persever-
ance of a new band thatmay secure
its own niche among the incensed
youths and the folk-lovers of today.
Ambient: music as environment
ANDREW WHITE
Cord Entertainment
Think back to a point when you
wanted nothing more than to be
alone. You wanted to shut yourself
up in a room, and do and see as lit-
tle as possible. You were likely
prompted to undertake this isola-
tionist act by a strong desire to
think, to find a calming or comfort-
ing space. Take that room and
those emotions, translate them to
music, and you've discovered ambi-
ent.
Ambient music is exactly what
the name suggests: music as an
environment, that envelops you on
all sides and creates an aural space.
Ambient falls into the much
maligned category of electronic
music. It is much different from
other styles in the genre, such as
techno and new age. David Skover
of Canadian media magazine
Adbusters once described ambient
as "the sound of technology stretch-
ing out, lighting a joint and overdos-
ing on fractal software." Beats are
optional, as are melodies, but the
effect is still musical. Large sounds
move over and around each other
in the acoustic equivalent of lava
lamps or ocean waves. The music
sits in the background and does not
demand your
attention. If you do
focus on it, it will fill you completely.
To return to the visual metaphor,
think of trippy wallpaper patterns.
This only describes one form of
ambient; the purist form. Ambient
DNA shows up in many derivative
electronic music forms. Ambient
has combined with techno, world
music, dub, new age and even
industrial music. Further from the
ambient fold are ambient house,
pop, and electronic or experimental
rock. Permutations of your
favourite music type are sure to
exist.
In 1978, Brian Eno put out the
album "Music for Airports /Ambient
1." The linear notes of this album
have become the manifesto for
ambient artists. Eno laid down the
goals of ambient music very clearly:
atmospheric, calming and thought-
invoking, environmental but not
self-compromising and as ignorable
as it is interesting.
Ambient music did not start
here, however. Eno had himselfput
out several albums that fit this mold
years previously, including "Discreet
Music" in 1975 and "Music for
Films" in 1976. Eno was heavily
influenced by musicians such as
pianist Erik Satie and avant-garde
composer John Cage, of 4'33"
fame. Many will also include Sun
Ra and Edgar Varese in the list.
Being a technologically-pro-
duced sound, changing technology
has changed the face of ambient.
Even big Eno fans will admit that
early Eno sounds quaint in compari-
son to early Pink Floyd, which in
turn sounds positively dated when
compared to the richness and stag-
gering complexity of the music of
Seefeel and The Aphex TWin. The
ambient neophyte should sample
across as much of the past two
decades as possible
The technological bent of ambi-
ent has created another pleasant
side-effect: you don't have to spend
any money to find out if you like it or
not. Most major labels and artists
have their own web sites complete
with sound files. On the web, head
to Hyperreal's epsilon archives at
www.hyperTeal.com/ambient for the
most comprehensive collection of
ambient information you could
want. Alternately, try out Ambience
for the Masses at
underground.internet.com/lookil/sle
epbo(/. The guys at Ambience will
also help you configure your web
browser for the best listening expe-
nence.
If you aren't fortunate enough to
have access to the web, you can still
test ambient out with minimum
commitment. Many major under-
ground events have chillout rooms
that feature ambient music, along
with trance and dub. Locally, take
advantage of Jane Bond's
Ambient/Trip-hop Sunday nights,
while kicking back with a cup of
herbal tea.
(Entertainment)—
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Three days of music
paradise at Edenfest
SEAN MOORE
CordEntertainment
It was billed as one of the being one
of the biggest musical events ever to
occur within the borders of Canada.
It's name seemed even an attempt
to evoke thoughts of musical
grandeur. The inaugural EDEN
Musicfest took place several week-
ends ago on July 12th , 13th and
14th at Mosport Park, just East of
Oshawa. It was estimated that
roughly fifty thousand people
showed up to take part in this so-
called historical event. The follow-
ing jottings are meant to give an
impression of the Eden experience
for those who may have been unfor-
tunate enough to have missed the
event. With an estimated sixty-
three bands appearing, it was near-
ly impossible to capture every Eden
moment....but damn it, I tried.
Day 1
Performances got underway on the
second stage, right around 10:30
am while music began on the main
stage at 11:00 am, an hour before
planned. As a result many missed
the first few acts. I was able to catch
the tail end of second main stage
act, Lustre, a virtual unknown to
those present. After listening to a
few songs many were
still left to
wonder why these guys from were
on the main stage. They played
unoriginal guitar rock that was
almost to the point of being dull.
Next up were Torontonians
Glueleg, who ripped through a
solid set composed mainly of new
material with several older songs
thrown into the mix. The group had
a significantly different sound since I
had last seen them several months
ago, due in the main part to the
heavy use of keyboards and the
addition of a new bass player. Poe
played nextand drewmany onlook-
ers to the main stage with their
energetic set. The band's lead singer
became airborne via the stage dive
a number of times during the per-
formance. The use of an electric
cello during several numbers gave
the group an interesting sound and
those already familiar with the
group's sound were pleased to hear
several of the band's more recogniz-
able singles. As a result of a minor
lineup change, Spirit of the West,
who were scheduled for later in the
day played at about 3:00 pm. The
crowd consisted of many devoted
fans who were treated to typically
enjoyable 45 minutes of music con-
sisting of many of the band's most
popular singles. As usual SOTW
proved to be experienced and enjoy-
able live performers. Following the
unpleasant experience that was
Seven Mary Three, many fans
were looking forward to an appear-
ance by Canada's favourite popsters,
Sloan. Unfortunately, the set which
was played turned out to be one of
the biggest disappointments of the
day. The guys battled sound prob-i
lems for their entire hour of playing
and just didn't seem into the
gig. Material from their new iiUHltti
was peppered in amongst songs
from the previous releases. The
biggest crowd of the day gathered
for the next main stage act. Straight
from the shores of Britian via the
U.S. corporate rock industry
machine, Bush (or
ing on
Throughout thuif
Gavin Rossdale fafkg like an
Vedder clone anlfeven climbed the
stage like him. Alifepigh a solid per-
formance which feaatt&e&sa fury in
the mosh pit, these i|rit grangers
really need to work some*
thing a bit more boding
the day, Robert Suii&, the
th< (if gi till, am I lib band the Curie
made an appe;iraJJ«j. Swiih looked
odd decked outli his'lhrcsiH) Maple
Ijeafs jersey, bi&tjb&.-dhange in garb
did nothing to eHet* the ethereal
quality of theii^p^sfe.,lf yni i fSVET get
the chance toiase die Cure live, do
not hesitate. Slicing the band's set
at Bden, a Climber of older wrngs
were played along with some new
material. The light show that
accompanied set a perfect rooll|jll
the end of the first day.
. '• •• '
••
' '• '' ■ .:
'Hie fii-st act I was able tc» catch
iu its (Uitirely at the main Sage was
classically trailed but stilt rockin*
muskian, Tracy Boriharn. Bonham
performed material mostly fi'om her
debut major label aJbiini and tlie set
pleased all in attendance uifh her
of her c%^-
C&t fiojjlftraining . Following
WM ■■■/■"AW wl
Bonham were the Bowie wannabes,
Spacehog. The quartet played a
solid set of music that can only be
described as retro-ish, but their
enjoyable stage presence added a
spice of humour to the day.
Everclear followed with a valiant
attempt to get the crowd energized.
However, the band seemed a bit
careless and really butchered a
number of songs including a cover
which they attributed to AC/DC.
Following Everclear were Canadian
Jfepurites The Odds, who were
by their good buddy
,
Marie Mplruiey of Kids in the Hall
Live fame. The
fslagellfn underwent an odd
#«rt of transformation with the
the next act, Love
'
and ftodkfe&f Daniel Ash, David J,
Mid Kevin Hawkins played a magnif-
'Ms&t forty*f& e minutes of music
Ifte&ided all of the fan
- 3&vourites. 'jl
>
r()bably the most the-
occurred in
£he when Perry Farrell
= Jbjt tlie Sl%e!along with the Pomo
oiv. Included in this act
new Jajkssist Mike Watt of
notoriety and
IHdiy voeajyi Martine. Porno for
ripped through songs from
their first two albums then returned
CO ihe stage for a mini encore of
ipßiftrrent hit "Taliitian Moon". It
was a bit disappointing to see such
performances by such sea-
soned veterans as the previous two
acts.'following this musical high
- l|bnnsylvanian rockers Live
bit difficult to follow up the
i theatrics vf Farrell and company.
baiwl iilso had to battle with
'
JMimerous &und difficulties. Live
pitiS were jsfefied to hear some of
Ibe group's gsratest hits and were
Ilifr&blil "to Sgmple some music
album.
e&<lapig Hie night was the
everyone there had
come 10 *»»{». (Vtnnd4| favourite sons
The a long
and were
allowed to ispmidnight cur-
few by a half hour. \%at can be
said about liie Hip oth<!3r than the
fact that theytpspd Bee-the experi-
enced groun of nerfaMers and
their fans respdailetf accordingly.
Did I mention there was an asinine
display of behaviour in the form of a
mini riot at the end of the day's
events?
DAY3
Day 3 began with the melodic
punk rock of Montrealers, the
Doughboys. Although plagued by
a fan who wanted to hear all the
previous video songs, the band
endured and sampled some music
from their new album which was to
be released later that week. The
new material sounded like it was
well worth the money to go out and
but the new album. I was unable to
catch both James Hall and third act
the Spin Doctors but refused to
miss the fourth act, ska-core greats
the Mighty Mighty Bosstones.
The Bosstones heated up the stage
in their vintage 50's suits and the
sounds of horns got the crowd into a
beach ball throwing frenzy. The
music came mostly from the three
previous releases of the band.
Buffalo's biggest musical export, the
Goo Goo Dolls played later. The
large contingent of Americans who
made the trek across the border
responded enthusiastically to the set
which included some old songs as
well as their more recent radio rota-
tion singles. It was during the Goo
Goo Dolls set that the festival
became noticeably different. Sets
seemed to be getting shorter and
breaks in between bands were
being sped up. Catherine Wheel
appeared next and fell victim to the
same time constraints as the Goo
Goo Dolls. Although fans were
receptive to the small number of
songs off of the band's previous
albums the set was cut very short.
Then the festival came to s crashing
halt when organizers announced
immediately after the Catherine
Wheel left the stage that there was
in reality no secret guest as had
been promoted. Due to this untimely
announcement, the Watchmen
appeared to be under extreme time
constraints. I counted about six
songs in total which were played.
After rushing this fine Canadian
band off the stage, closing act Ani
DiFranco appeared and played a
short set of her brand of popular
folk-punk rock that has drawn her
an extremely dedicated core of fans.
Then as quickly as it began, it was
over. I went to the second stage at
about seven thirty only to find they
had canceled the events there as
well. Fans quickly filed to the park-
ing lots to return home feeling
somewhat cheated. Some of the
more angrier fans stayed around to
start a small riot with the remains of
the trash that were left behind by
other campers.
At this point I would like to offer
my own opinion of the whole event.
EDEN MusicFest was a bit disap-
pointing, but not a total scam. Some
were saying that it was a rip-off and
to some extent that was true. Food
was overpriced (i.e. $2 a coffee) and
so was were the beer tents ($4 a
beer) but this price gouging could be
overcome with a little ingenuity like
not drinking and bringing good a lot
of your own non-perishable foods.
Fans were generally well-behaved,
but some fans ofa particularly pop-
ular Canadian group were at times
obnoxious drunks. Shuttle bus trou-
bles and the sound difficulties gave
the organizers something to
improve upon for the impending
years. Musically, the festival could
improve itself by offering a greater
musical diversity than just rock
music. What would be wrong with
adding some hip-hop, techno, or
other more experimental sounding
performers? If the organizers wish
to attract the same number of peo-
ple again without making this just
another stop on the Another
Roadside Attraction tour, they
should really think about spreading
out and attracting a wider base of
concert goers.
However, with all this nitpicking
aside, I can't wait to see what is in
store for next year.
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Participants for
Contact Lens Research
Required
Monovision is a type of contact lens correction for people who
require a correction for distance and near. A distance
single visions lans is placed on one eye and a near single
vision lens is placed on the other eye.
The Centre for Contact Lens Research, University of Waterloo
is interested in recruiting participants for a contact lens study
which will investigate a modified version of the Monovision sys-
tem. Individuals who are current Monovision contact lens wearers
are being sought. Time commitment will be 2 to 3 visits over a 2
to 3 week period with each visit being approximately
3 hours. Each participant will receive $100 upon
successful completion of the study.
For additional information on this study, please contact Leona
Voss at UW (519-888-4742). There is no obligation to participate.
All studies conducted by the Centre for Contact Lens Research
have been reviewed and have received ethics approval by the
Office of Human Research, University of Waterloo.
brain candy
As the view changes...
Another View from the Concourse
the section that
hurts your head
• rob glover
As I sit here, in the quiet at the end of
another Spring Session here at Laurier,
I can't help but think how much the
place has changed over the past two
years.
Way back in the dim mists of his-
tory, (Fall '93 or thereabouts), I
remember having to line up to collect
my OSAP in a small building at 232
King Street. Due to some small clerical
error, (either mine or the Ministry's, I've
deliberately forgotten which), I missed
the mass ceremony held that year in
the Athletic Complex.
It meant that I had to cross the
street; worse, it meant that I had to
go outside, far from my Concourse
haven. Even in my first year, I was
inexorably drawn to the Crossroads of
Laurier. But, it was either that, or face
the prospect of no money, so out I
went, a portable mug of Irish Cream in
my hand to ease the travails of OSAP
queuing.
Much more conveniently, adding
or dropping a course meant a quick
jaunt down the hall to the Registrar's,
located much more reasonably on the
first floor of the CTB. Not only did I
not need to go outside, but I didn't
even have to change floors! Alas, I
changed very few courses that year, so
the advantage of location was largely
wasted for me.
Less conveniently located, but
more frequented by me, was the
Business office. In those ancient, hal-
cyon days, a trip to the Business office
from the Concourse meant going to
the Arts building, up a flight of stairs,
and heading towards the Peters build-
ing. Or, you could get there by going
to the Arts building, heading towards
the Peters building, and then climbing
a flight of stairs. Or, you could go out-
side (a brave thing to, do in winter),
and climb up the inevitable flight of
stairs outside in order to get to the
Business office. The choices were end-
less.
• • •
I had by this time acquired a job
with the AV department, and with it,
of course, a bi-weekly pay cheque.
Mind you, the cheques for all the stu-
dents working for AV were picked up
by someone, so I didn't have to go
there every alternate Friday. But since
sometimes that someone was me, I
appreciated the ease of access from
my regular haunt. Besides, I had the
occasional parking ticket to pay, or
form to fill out.
But isn't there always some kind
of form to fill out at University? As I'm
sure, you can appreciate why I was
upset at the mass exodus of various
offices from near the Concourse to
the Extreme End of the Universe, oth-
erwise known as 202 Regina. To add
insult to injury, they relocated the
Awards Office there, too. At least the
Students' Union was kind enough to
extend the length of their building so
that I wouldn't have so far to travel in
the cold weather.
Now, there's another major
change: By adding an extra ten feet
or so, and completely renovating the
place, this new building is very unlike
the old one. While not necessarily
subscribing to the theory that bigger is
better, in several cases, at least, a big-
ger space is better.
For example, a larger Centre Spot
means more variety which comes in
handy when even I tire of a constant
diet of Irish Cream. Not to mention its
new location is about 7 feet closer to
the Concourse, not a minor thing
from my viewpoint.
A bigger building also means a
bigger Cord office, which means more
room for regular staff, occasional writ-
ers like myself, and more room for
new, innovative ideas. Or something
like that.
And finally, from the larger SUB,
there is a larger Turret and Wilf's. Not
necessarily better, just larger. But
then, I AM a coffee addict, so what do
I know.
And this brings us at last to the
newest big place on campus: The
Science Building. It's large, three sto-
ries tall, and has a large inside court
that allows for some people watching.
But I don't really like the place,
because it takes me away from the
Concourse more often than I'd like.
But, since they don't offer those com-
puting courses I need in the Arts build-
ing any more, go there I must. At least
it has a Second Cup nearby, to help
me drown my sorrow over my exile in
a steaming hot cup of Irish Cream.
But perhaps the biggest change
is the most subtle. Bear with me while
I explain.
Old Cords go off to the
Morgue™ when they die, and there
they are embalmed in a more perma-
nent binding, so future scholars can
research how their ancestors lived, or
something like that.
In this column, I've talked about
something called the Central Teaching
building, or CTB. In future columns, I'll
be talking about something called the
Dr. Alvin Woods Building. (DAWB?)
For those future scholars, who
confine themselves solely to this col-
umn, I'd like to say: Get a life! Oh,
and the CTB is now called the Dr. Alvin
Woods Building, thanks to a large
grant to the University.
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"Lunch will be
served each and
every issue!"
| Change the menu.
| Submit.
22cord@mach1.wlu.ca
or Jeremy Kerr's
mailbox in the Cord Offices
Classifieds
FOR RENT
27Peppier St house for Rent
3 roans, $300tnonth, Inclusive!
Complete with washer/dryer! Close
to shopping, amenities, 12 rain,
walk to WIJJ. Call Scott at (416)
651-2166.
Housing Available
September Ist 2 bedroom base-
mentapartment near WLU. Suit 2
boys, $250 each plus utilities. 12
month lease. No smoking, no loud
music, no motorcycles. Call 747-
4679.
House forRent
27A Peppier St $30Qfroora, inclu-
sive! 4 rooms in house. September
- September lease. Close to every-
thing! 12 minute walk to WLU.
Balcony off Kitchen. Call Scott at
{416)651-2166.
FOR SALE
$109,900 Village on the Green, 3+
bedroom condo townhouse, 3
baths, fireplace, 4 appliances, new
broadloom, freshly painted.
Vacant. Immediate possession.
MLS. Lan Ingtis, Associate Broker,
BBMAX Solid GoldReally. Call888-
7110.
$106,900. Spacious 3+ bedroom
semi, Garage, 3 baths. Gas Heat, 4
appliances, walk to Universities.
MIS. Call lan tops. Associate
Broker, REMAX Solid Gold Realty
Ltd. 888-7110.
PERSONALS
Crash. You were great last night
"fry not to letyour hips fall in when
you swing. You have to learn to
breathe through your eyelids.
Annie.
S. Thanks for all the fun at
Edenfest. It was funmoshing away
in the dirt with you. Hope you've
showered since then. Take Care, I
love you babe. D.
Jer and Paul. Thanks for all the
help this summer 1 dont know
how I would have done it without
your wisdom. Don't ever change.
Mel.
C&M DISCOUNT SALES
Grand Reopening wf
Household Items • Ceramics • Dishes
Clothing and Floral Arrangement
In the King Value Centre, Downtown Kitchener • 571-9899
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